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Election unofficial

Fritz,
Cr~ig

Taylor files complaint against Calvin;
Elections Committee to investigate

'

By Rachel L. Swarns
Hilltop Starr Reporter

triumph
8)' Tract)' Y. Moses
Hilltop Staff Rtportt r

Fri1z Jean and Craig Bedrord, winners in last 'veeks general election,
triu111phed again in \\'ed11esday's
e\ec~ion run - or~ . They will serve as
1987-88 Ho"'ard Universi1y Student
Association (HUSA) president and
vice president .

Jn \Vednesday's run'. :.off election,
Jean and Bedford received 1033 or 64
perce11t of the \'Otes cast, surpassing
the 36 percent or 585 votes secured
b)' their opponen1s, Georgette
Greenlee and Robert Williams .
.
Only 28 percent or 448 votes
separated the l\VO slates after last

"·eek 's general election tally .
Nat i\'C New Yorkers Jean and Bedford ca mpaigned under 1he slogan

"The Synthesis." They said they will
fulfi ll their can1paig11 pro mises and
initiate a sy11thesis of campus, com n1uf!ity and international issues.
,
Accord ing to Jean a11d Bedford, '
their posi1i ons as president and vice
president '''ill grant then1 the opportunit y to serve.
"' H US.; \ is a service organization.··
Jean said . '' \Ve are 'people' pcrso11s
a11d [\\'cl are prepared to serve.
''The fir s1 step for progress for
H USA is student input, therefore one
of our major objectives is developement .of more 1effec1ive commun\ca1iot1 \vith. and invol,•ement by. the
st uden1 s . ·· he said. ·

Malena Calvin, winner of last

week's Undergraduate ·Trustee election, has not been confirmed by the
General Assembly Elections Committee pending investigations into a com~laint which alleges that she ''lied to
the Howard . University students
about her stalus as president of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc."
The complaint, filed by Calvin's
opponent Keith Taylor, alleges that
Calvin resigned from the position as
president in January 1987, according
to the Office of Student Activities,
although she repeatedly referred to
herself as current president during the
Speakout deba1es in February and in
her campaign literature.
''It's pretty serious because on the
surface (the allegations) seem valid,"
Moi..na Colvin
said Tony Roye, Elections CommitHowever, a spokesperson for the
tee chairman. ''When someone
falsifies information on an applica- sorority's national headquarters said,
Alkn BrownrTM HIDtop l tion they get fired,'' he said compar- 'C alvin is listed as president on their
updated spring roster and that they
Craig Bedford (left) ond Frih Jean reoct ofter leorning of their victory in the HUSA run-off elections Wednesday. ing the situations.
''We have to take into considera- remain unaware of any changes. The ~
tion what effect it had on the elec- regional headquarters declined to '' \Ve also plan to provide effective pos'ed by Jean and Bedford support role as student leaders.
.
tions," Roye said. ''One of the big- comment .
'' We want the students to be aware gest questions is, could this really
main1ainance of lia sons whi c h their overlying objective for syn Calvin acknowledged that she
presently exist between studen1s and thesis. ''We will form a HUSA inter- ; that we are available for anyone and
bring in a d ifference of almost 400 resigned from her post . She referred
national com mit1ee to address inter - · will address any problem--personal or votes.''
the administration .''
to herself as president during the
According to Jean, student nalional issues and serve as our otherwise--as best we can," Jean
Calvin won the March 4 election campaign because she s1ill performorganizations such as HUSA have an political spokes men,'' Bedford sa id . . said .
with 63 percent of the vote. If the . ed some presidential duties after the
obligation to articulate the specific
'' We intend 10 seek contributions
Elections Committee confirms her, resignation arid served as Louis'guide
needs fo the student body to the fron1 Howard's alumni by creating a
Only 1618 or 15 percent ef a little
she will have to be approved by the and advisor , she said.
faculty, otherwise the administ ration Alumni Contact Co mmittee.''
more than 10,000 Howard students
''I have not blatantly lied . I have
Board of Trustees during their annual
''can only speculate about s1udent
Plans for alumni contributions in - participated in the run -off election .
June meeting as is customary for Oot broken any of the Election Comneeds."
clude monetary donations in the form Voter-participation decreased 4 per- elected undergraduate trustees, said mittee guidelines,'' Calvin said. ''UnMajor issues 1he 1987-88 H USA of sc holarships and grants and cent from last week's election.
Dr . Owen Nichols , vice president for til (Jill) felt comfortable with the
officials plan to address include tui - sen1inars on issues such as job
The highest returns were from the
duties, we worked jointly. It 's not
Administration .
tion increases. shu1tle service and placement .
Blackburn University Center with
The Office of Studenl Activities boom she's in , I' m out . It doesn't
Jean and Bedford are optimistic Sutton Plaza producing 13 percent of received a lener dated Jan. 21 which " 'ork like that ."
health services.
'
Ne\" ideas and developn1en1 pro- about the upcoming year and their the votes, the second highest return.
Calvin said she stopped performstated that Calvin resigned and had
been replaced by Jill Louis, a senior ing presidential duries around Feb. 20
in the School of Communications, and that she remains unaware
according to Raymond Archer, direc- whether or not the national head·
tor of Student Activities.
0 Contin ued on pa11e 12
•
•
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Professor files $1 mil suit against Howard
- ___,._
By l'urvene Bryant
Ed~or-1n-Chier

Damages tolalling SI m illion have
bee11 c harged again st H oward
U11iversit}' for alleged discr;i mination
a11d breac h of co11tra<..· 1 by a iormer
associate dean of the Col lege of
Liberal Art s.
Or . l:.stelle \V . Taylor, a professor
i11 the Depart111e111 of English, filed
a Slli t Jan . 21, 19!Z7 in 1he D.C.
Superior Court c hargin g the u11ivcrsit)' Y:ith breaching a con tractual
agreen1cnt in which she \Vas asked to
1emporarily fiJI the deans posi1ion of
the College of Liberal Art s. The
plaintiff a.lso charges Ho"•ard with
sexual discriminacion on the basis of
age and sex when selections for the
. Col lege's deanship "'ere made .
As associate dean , Taylor submitted her application for the position
April 11 , 1986, seven davs before !he
April 18 deadline, tfie suit stated . She
was interviewed by 1he Advisory and
Review Committee for the Deanship
t"·ice , ttie-suit said .
Taylor -was contracted to serve as
associate dean Jul)' I , 1985 to June

30, 1986. After former Dean Robert
L. o"'e11s retired, June 30, 1986, no
one had been appointed to fill the
posi1ion, according to the suit .
The universi1y advertised the
vacancy in Tl1e Chronicle of Higher
Educoti0t1, according 10 couft papers .
The suit states that on July 3 Cheek
offered the deanship to Dr . O'Neill
Collins, chairman of the Department
of Botany at the Universi1y of
Ca lifornia al Berkley. Collins was

--

According 10 Ware, several applicants applied for the deanship and
the finalists were narrowed down to
three people . Dr . Taylor was not one
of the finalists, he said .
On July 17, 1986, nine days after
Ta}•lor was asked to temporarily fill
the deanship, Check appointed Dr .
Lafayette Frederick, former chairman of Howard's Botany Departcern, n'oting that the smoke alarm
By Inq uese Cooper
ment and chairman of the search
did not go off. Reverend Thomas
Hilltop S1aff Repor1er
committee for the deanship, to be acsaid that the fire alarm had been
ting dean of the College.
At · approximately 12:30 a .m .
repaired last semester and in,,.,. 'iDr. Cheek gave no reason why he
Thursday morning, everything at
vestigators " 'ere looking into the
was reneging on the offer, made nine
Meridian Hill went chaotic. Doors
situation .
days before, for Dr . Taylor to be the
were slammed, screams were
Chief Administrative officer of the
heard, and people panicked as
''How can Howard Uni\'ersity
College," the court paper! stated.
raise tuition $200.00 next semester
Meridian Hill residents were·
Ware said that Taylor served in
when we arc living in raggedy,
awakened to smoke and hastened
that capacity as dean, although she
to the lobby .
pratically cQndemmed buildings''
did not have the formal title of acAccording to firefighters, a fire
ting dean.
sai d Curt Harris· a junior
started in 'the trash chute between
While serving in that capacity as
microbiology major . ''Our smoke
• the 6th and 7th floor, and the
dean the suit alleges that Taylor
alarms in our rooms didn't even
repeatedly requested a meeting with l smoke covered tli!;_}!_alls on the 3Td
work'' added Rod Thomas, a
Cheek to discu~s her objections to l through the 7th. Firemen had to
freshman Finance major.
break into the trash bin located in
''irregular procedures'' in· searching
the base~e n t to stop the fire at its
for a new dean. An invitation to arRevfrend Thomas commended
source .
range a meeting was given by Cheek
\the residents for showing a sense
The cause of the fire rema'i ns
but was later withdrawn _
of cohensiveness during the fire.
unknown . According to Reverend
Taylor said that she cannot comHe said he noticed the. concern and
Thomas, Meridian Hill dorm
ment on the suit at this time.
'
the teamwork among.students and
counselor, a lit cigarette left in the
The alleged age and sex discriminathe immediate response of the
garbage or an arsonist may have
tion and breach of contract charges
Howard University Security
been the cause.
are based on the fact that she was not
Department .
Many students expressed conselected for the deanship, Ware said.
The contractual agreement that
Taylor asserts was violated is a provision in the FacuJty Handbook and
the sexual discrimination charges are
based_ on t~e D.C. H1.J,man Rights
Act, according to Wade.

Fire hits Meridian

R esidents wake to smoke-filled halls;
firefighters unsure of cause

Allt"11 Hro¥i·nr l ht' l t illtop

Estelle Taylor, professor in the b.P6f!t11aent of English, hos filed o one million

dolla r suit agoinst the university.

In a written s1a1ement dated July
8, 1986 Howard President Dr . James
E. Cheek asked Taylor, as associate
dean, 10 '' ... assume responsibility
for adminis1ration of the College un i ii 1he new dean repor1 s for duty,"

lhe suit said. C heek also " 'rote that
•· ... a new dean will not be able to
report imn1ediately for ..duty ."
''She was never formally appointed acting dean,'' said \Vare .
''There is no legal bases for the
claims asserted ."

I

nominated and applied after the
deadline, the suit said.
He declined the offer.
Taylor was asked to assume the
functions of !he dean, said Leland
Ware, (Howard) university counsel
for litigation.
On July 3 Michael Winston, vice
president for Academic Affairs, in-Siructed the university's Budget
Director to accept the plaintiff's
'signature ''as associate dean ... until a new dean is appointed."

This

Golden Key fetes 100
I

By Elizabelh Smith
· HillioJ s 1arr Rc-poric-r
In its second charter year, Howard
University's chapter of the Golden
Key National Honor Society inducted
I 00 student memb~rs Tuesday at a
ceremony 1n the Blackburn C-ev.ter
ballroom . The students represeilted
the top IS percent of the junior and
senior classes.
~
Howard's chapter was founded

April 8, 1986 by five undergraduate
students and one faculty member for
the purpose of encouraging students
to strive for academic excellence, according to Lloyd Royal, co-founder
and chapter president .
Its inception made Howard the first
predominantly black university in the
country to establish a chapter.
''This is only the first step in
.becoming a member of this organization, said Kenneth Saunders, speaker
at the reccplic>q and assistant dean of
student life and activities at Howard.
''You have an obligation of being
role mod ti• JO your colleques, ''added Saunders. who also served as first
advisor to the or1anization in 1986.
•

Royal said that the purpose of

'-

.

week

Golden Key, founded by a group of
undergraduate students at Georgia
State Universily in 1977, is to aspire
students to develop and maintain
high standards of scholastic achievement . ''The key holder is a leader,"
said Royal .
Michael R. Wir.ston, vice-president
of academic affnirs, told students at
the reception ~hat there are some
students who get good grades and
think rhat tt,eir purpose at college
was that alrJne.
Winstor said that the purpose of
a Howar~ University education is to
make it possible to obtain one's
highest personal possibilities.
''I hope you will givC enough attention to things other than success.
I. hope you will ac~ie~e your potent1al as a fully funct1on1ng human beina;," he said.
For the second year, Howard's
Golden Key Chapter awarded two
scholarships to a junior and senior
who have demonstrated academic excellence. The junior recipient was
Amany Shalaby, a junior majoring in

P hysical Education major Jo Anne
Marshall, who holds a cumulative
grade point averaae of 3.84, was the
senior recipient . Marshall is the rccipient of a Trustee tuition scholarship

English with a 4.0 grade point

and a member of Who's Who

average in her major and a 3.97
o\1erall. Shalaby is the recipient of the
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A m o n1 Studen ts in Ame r ican
Universities and CoUeaes.

The OA'• influence In Zcslre
expo11d p.4

tiattep

Mitton Wilson, ._n of the SIPA, accepts an hana••t •1121•1r1111P liito.
Gald 1n Key fro111 VP Elaine Ga1d1n. FroM left, ore Mlchm1I Wildrlton, VP
for Acod1111k: Affals1, G1reldl•1 Plttstt• Waad1, cholt•t•• of tfte l 1aod
of Tn111111 aiNI Ua,cl ROJOI, PN•· of G1ld1n Key,
·
.
.
National Competition Scholarship,
Both Shalaby and Manhall ·will
the scholastic merit award for ex- receive 5100 from the cha pter, a
cellence in lans uase study and the fia ure based on a percen111e. or. the
Superintenden t's awards.
induction fees rrom new members.
Present at . the r~eption w a~

Geraldine Pittman Woods chairman
of the Howard Board of t rustees,
who reminded Sludellis or tlte importance of beina pr~ ror the real
world. "You must lie' ~ and .
you must do it )IDwtelf.'' .-id

-'
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Ac1111 lasw1.1 S,.ncer
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Low turnout for HU elections
During the regular Spring 1985

By Robert IL. Frelow, Jr.

student government administrations.

Accordina to Raymond Archer.
elections, the General Assembly Elections Committee reported that a lit- the director of student .activities, the
tle more than 1,000 students voted in
Despite the normal rigorous cam- that year's contest. One thing of in- turnout for Howard student elections
paigning by the Howard University terest though, is a comment made by depends greatly upon the candidates
Student Association (HUSA) thl!_ losing H_USA presi4_ential can- who arc seeking office. He said, ''If
there is an interesting team of co_mpresidential and1vice presidential candidates. this year's election voter turHUSA ELECTIONS
nouts have once again fell in line with
CHART
the normal low ~oter turnout as other
universities and colleges across the
SPRING 1985
SPRING 1986
SPRING 1987
United States.
For the past three years, the turnout rate for ljiUSA elections has
ENROLLMENT
/}.60J
11.111
been quite low •Ieven though voting
jumped seven Jfrcent in this year's
general electionr,.
·
Gtnerol tl«tion total
t,141
l .S19
1.0JQ
According to data collected from
various sourcesj voting percentages
since Spring 1984 elections have rangPtrctntagt • of
ed from an aJl-time low of 1,529
I}. Js l!l"C"fl
/Q ' fl"C"ll
tnrollment
voters, to this year's general election
I
I
'
high of 2,039.
And, while pnc candidate said,
t,)/O
1,610
Runoff tlection total
l.61J
''Students are beginning to realize the
I
.
importance of voting and deciding
who will be thei~ leaders,'' that figure
Ptrcentagt
OJ
/j,, fl"fWll
/J.t pm:wll
represents less than 20 percent of the
tnrollment
entire Howard! University student
I
population.
I
• Numbe,/ Pt,ctntaf(t
In the Sprin~ of 1985, The Hil/1op
-<U1/oS.Ofi prrrm1
·4161-4 pttrtttll
+111 • . 65~1
diffe""~ .
reported: ''Approximately 2,400
voted in the lf.pring 1984) general
Ch&JI tompiled ~ 1RV
elections. This includefd] votes for
HUSA, UGSA (Undergraduate Stu- · didate, Eric Mansfield : ''N'o one · ·-petitors, such as last year's all-female
slate, or a slate which represents
dent Assembly), and student councils should complain about anything that
Howard' s foreign student populafor individual Schools and colleges.'' they might feel is not being done by
tion, then the election will tend· to
Though no figures closely resembling the current administration if they did
have a larger voter turnout ."
that total were found, the somewhat not go out to vote."
Well, last year's election was
exaggerated report still represents a
This seems to be the sentiment of
heralded as "the closest HUSA elecrelatively low 'fOter poplrtation from most HUSA candidates, especially
tion this decade,'' but the all-female
an enrollment I of well over 12,000 after spending time campaigning and
slate (which eventually won), did not
students.
having a low voter tum-out year after
bring out voters in droves. As
·
year.
predicted though, the turnout surAccording o the same article,
At the same time, the newspaper
passed that of the previous year's by
''One of the m~jor problerils with the printed an editorial hoping to inspire
about 500 votes .
electoral syste~ is getting the body of people to evaluate a possible
Coincidentally, the winning team,
people to part "cipate in the selection . precedent-setting election, if nothing
the .all-female slate, made history in
of their camp s leaders."
else. The Hilltop was calling for a
tY+'O aspects--not only were they 1he
renewed interest in the election,
firsl females elec1ed to the highest
During this week' s run-01·1· elcc- especially since a female slate was aptions. 416 less people voted than in plying for the position . ''The s1udent positions al Howard, but
the previous ~eek's general election, presence of an all-female slate ... is they were also the youngest team to
which is 1;1ormal in HUSA elections. both healthy and [a] progressive ever win.
Students had different thoughts on
But, what is abnormal, is the number development," the ni:wspaper said .
of votes cast for the winning slate. The Hilltop was calling for a greater the low election turnouts, but the maFritz Jean and Craig Bedford beat interest in that particular election jority of those interviewed explained
their opponentS Georaettc Greenlee because all or the candidates possess- that they took no intei:est in the
HUSA election because tbey did not
and Robert Williams by. 448 votes. ed experie11ce in working with pasl
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

,.,,,.

I

American Politics ind Government, written by Richard M. Pious,

explains that the higher the education
of a voter, than the more likely he is
to participate in the electoral process
for national elections, while the opposite holds true for student elections. ~nd, according to Arcllcr, ihc
freshmen tend to get more involved
with the elections here' at Howard,
than the upperclassmen, though he
offered no explanation.
Figures from elections in the past
three years include: 1, 747 voters out

of a possible 12,603 in the Spring
1985 general elections and 1,110
voters for the runoff election (a 637
count difference between elections),·
and 1,529 voters out of a possible
12,277 in the Spring 1986 seneral
elections and 1,610 voters for the
runoff election (a difference of about
eight voters between those two elections). And, this year, 2,039 students
voted in the general election out of
a possible 10,506, with 1,623 voting
in Wednesday's runoff elec1io~.

1
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HU horts conference

01\U meets to discuss Africa
By Michflle Miller
Hill10p·Staff Reporter

Howard Uni,•ersity is hosting the
eighth an~ual National Model
Organization of African Unity
(OAU) whe~e students from various
colleges around the country will meet
and discuss issues relating to those of
African nations .
.
The conference began Wednesday
and ends Saturday.
Dr. Michael Nwanze, coordinator
. of the event • .noted that ''the model
provides a unique opportunity for
univcrsity fnd college students 10
study the 9rganization of African
Unity throUgh simultion augmented
by .claSsroopt instruction and briefings at African Embassies in
Washington, D.C. ••
Each participating university or
college represents one or more
Member St,tes of the OAU . Howard
University represents the Pan Afri~
Congress (PAC) of Azania and the
Republic
Congo.
''Everyone becomes so involved in
the issues t}Jat they arc willing to fight
aboOt that Iwhich a month ago they
may have known nothing about,"
said Dr. Jack Parson, faculty advisor
from the College of Charleston.
Dr. Parsbns said the easiest counJ~.
try to do ,..-as Libya, the most difficult. Nigeria .
Specifically, the National Model
· d ·
d
·
OAU 1s
es1gne
to 1.ncr~ase
awareness o~ the O~U. to h1gh_tl_1ght
key economic. social .and pol1t1calsecruity iss ues facing the c_ountry, to

or

1

So, while many college students
contend that they are in school learning to prepare for the ''real y,.·orld,''
not too many arc taking full advantage of ''real world''-typc activities
that confront them. And. like society's vote is its voice, a college student's vote for his campus leader is
his voice (and connection with the
school's hierarchy).
Unless the elected student leaders
use their influence and power effectively, then the entire college electoral
process is useless. Such is the case
where the current undergraduate
trus1ee either did not present the
students' cause to the rest of the
Board of Trustees, or he simply fell
I here was no need to inform the studerit popula1ion which elected him,
that the board of which he is a part
of, voted in early January to raise tuition, health and housing fees for the
next academic school year.
This brings us to another important area--accountability. How can
students actually hold someone accountable for their leadership when

all too often, less than 20 percent o ~
a campus' voting population turns
out 1 ~9Jr th~ 1 Pf~ess,~ .
, . ;, ,
Hillloplcs att' due ~onday 81 S:OO
pm. They must be typewritten and be
paid for In cub. Call the Hiiitop for
more information, 636-6868.

demonstrate the patterns of cooperation and conflict between the OAU •
as well as the United Nations, to
generate understanding, and to
highlight the impact of major power
global policies on economic, social
and political security issues.
Each university-country delegation
submits resolutions on specific Commissions . The Economic Commission, Social Commission, Defense
and, African Liberation Commission, Commission on Mediation,
Conciliation, and Arbitration .
The resolutions are discussed. ammended and altered in each Commission. The resolutions are rhen submitted to the Council of Ministers for
review. From there the Assembly ot
Heads of State and Government
adopt the Final Resolutions. ·
Ambrose Lane, a Howard UniverVintt•l .Vak•llHrflle HU~ .
sity student and PAC delegate in the Dr. Chuba Okadlgba, koynoto
Liberation Commission discussed the , _ . . . ot tho Oit.U cc.n'-specific issues at hand in his Commission. ''We deal with resolving the somettmes some people inaccurately
continued siruggle engulfing r~presenl their delegate country.
Shirlie Gibson, representative and
Sou't hern Africa and utilize various
methods through the OAU in this delegate of the Pan African Congress
of Azania and a Howard University
endeavor.••
Cleo Spriggs, delegate of the South student, said that she was ''disapWest African Peoples Organization pointed that the event was not
and Chairperson of the Defense publicized well enough to encourage
more Howard University students to
f
G
h c II
Commission rom ouc er. o ege, attend, especially since it it-taking
said ''This model OAU is a wondcr- place at Howard ."
•
ful opportunity for students who
Todd Shaw, delepte from the
dd b
d
want· to engage an
c ate an to PAC noted ••a sense of understanjearn about themselves."
/
ding the complexity of African unity
She also noted that though
research is necessary before the and an understanding also of the ab·
·.
.
solute needs of Africa.'' is what the
students gather at the conference. conference mean-. to him.

Hfllcop S11ff Rcponrr
4
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The lack 0f automated system in
the office of financial aid has made
the processing of financial aid forms
lenathier because all applications are
handled manually, accordina to Barbara Williams, asaistant director of

financial aid.

Williams uraed student• to apply
early if they want to obtain money_ to

''Some of the requirements are so
extensive that the overall processing
is adversely impacted,'' said
Williams, add.ins, ••An inordinate
number of students have been 'flagged' or sinaJc-out for verification due

who arc entitled to financial aid, we
do it (in) as timely a manner as we
can.''
'
·Automation, which is necessary to
handle the volume of applications the
financial aid office receives, has been

to the way they commplete forms. If

given top priority by the University.

you make mistakes or are inconsistent in your information, you Will be

more likely lo be sinaled out."
. This flilwe to complete forms correctly or thorouahly funher slows
down a student's verflcation, accordia 10 Willi•ms, wbo DOied that

finance their cducotion ..Thc deadline
for applications Is April- I !'or ellalbllity criteria for aid Is constant1tud 1111d1 i•iu& lid for fall of 1987, ly chln1in1, which in ltJeJf haa a
and November I for aid to cover bearioa on the •mount of time necc:aory for proceuina financial aid
Sprina 1988.
Hoilever, Williaml noted that applications.
federal panm.aa11au reaulations
that wotlld limit the number of

''We are not adversaries,''
Wlllj1m1 explained, about the rela-

1tudentl wbo would be ellcible to tionship between studenU and the
financial aid office, "but for those
. receive ill • i"enor ·
,

I .

of the office as an initial
step to wbaJ: she cel'ed a ••comprehensive financial aid syaepa. ''
The cxiltina manual procedure involves an entire lll&ff of profeulonals
aid offic:cn who evoluate each 1tudent'1 file. Tho file then ao• to someone's desk to - If the applicant
is ellsible for aid ualna"truaty old"

Mad1la In the Califotnla ~-~~!It Aa~la!ioa'•. Sh. . . ~Lo f11hl1• 1h1w
-doled tho lalolt In tho laohlon world for spring an4 1u111-.
·
.

.

.

·- -

-

-

Shangr1-la tiest yet
nothing was left to the imagination.
The Mistress of Ceremonies, in a
Hill1op S1aff Rrporlcr
regular and sometimes unwarranted
The 1987 California Club Fashion~ interval, set the mood for the spccshow may have been one of the best tatois. In the liiilerie- sceiie, ''Wet
the club has presented in the past six Dreams," the audience was asked,
young ladies to
years. Held at Cramton Auditorium ... ''When you take
Wednesday night, models ranging bed, what do 'you want them to
from all shapes and sizes captivated wear?'' The audience roared
the audience of Howard students and ''Nothing!''
Shangri-la displayed an assortment
guests .
The show's theme was Shangri-la, of ·models in different heights and
adapted from Teena Marie's song of sizes emphasizing that not only size
the same title. As Mistress of 4's like to be fashionable.
Joe Gibson, junior in the College
Ceremonies Gayle Danley explained,
''Shangri-la .means paradise on of Liberal Arts, said ''l was very impressed with some of the innovative
earth.''
Compared to last year's five scene ideas, particularly the introduction of
show with limited fashions and full-figured models, who carry
designers, this year's show boasted an themselves with grace and elegance.''
One model in particular stole the
eight scene extravaganza with origiitaJ
clothing from local designers Quen- show. A white scotty pranced on
. tirl D' Alexander, Edward Burke. stage without leash, made his way the
Cindy Williams, Gigi Chambers, runway. turned, and allowed the auByron Forte, Leon Harris and Carey dience to ooh and aahi before he .
rhade his exit to stage right. The onFi1zgcrald.
''It was a big improvement from ly set back, he was not wearing any
_,,
last year,'• said Dawn Hightower. a of the designers creations.
.;~ The show WI$ unique, but a few ·
member of the California Club.
''And the turn out was extremely scenes were drab," commented Joey
Seisay, junior in the College of
good,'' she added .
Liberal Ans.••
The audience added to that remark
Reggie Scott, coordinator of the
during the show, screamina; ''Smile''
Club's 1986 show, said that last
year's success had a lot to do with the at each model on t-he runway.
The musical selections fit the
success of this show. Crystal Scruggs,
model's attitude and fashion
coordinator of Shangri-la, aJong with
, prppoMion~\~1 Jfil\l",~dc' \l~ i 191her statements. T.ltt;~elA 1 'f"Frc.~
.- 010dels .ia11hc.show m
1~1r. s.iart .. in&..> ~~ ' ~E~islit f~~ the
aeneric sex starved startdtif. ,the auin last year's '''Fashion_. Vis'uelle: ''
......with - .scenes ' entitled ''.Wet ' dience.. But all,in all, as ooi)prctator
Dreams," ''Getting Under One's commented ''It was a pretty good
Skin'' and ''Moving Violations,'' show.••

By Mlchellc Miller
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Financial aid deadline nears
By Poul S. Bouley
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D.C. statehood
New constitution may provide smooth
passage of bill; Schwartz only opposer
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ay Fnd1 S.1torw•1te
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A constituion written recently may
smooth the pass•1e of statehood for
the District of Columbia in Congress,
according to Garland Pinkston,
deputy director of the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs at the
District Building'.

The. city council prOposed a new
constitution that combines the structure of the current home rule charter

and the Bill of Rights of the United
States Constitution as a substitute for

a document drafted by a constitutional convention in 1982 and ratified
by voters.
The document presented ·to the
council on March 3 was written by
Chairman David Clarke and D.C.
Del. Walter Fauntroy. All other

members of the 13-membcr council
with the exception of Carol Schwanz,

co-sponsored the bill.
The council also moved to
postpone the elections of shadow
delegates for three years. The
delegates--two ''senators'' and one
representative--would be paid lobbyist for statehood in Congress.\

on bills was left.intact but a provision
in the home rul-= charter giving Congress 30 days to review bills was not
included. .
. ··_ .

-. A"height limitation of 10 stories for

buildings imposed by Congress was
kept ''in deference to the fact that
this is the nation's capitol and we
don't want to become a New York
with SO-and· 60-story buildings,'' he
said.
Hearings oh the document arc

scheduled for March 30. According
to Pinkston, the council will send the
document to Congress and ask it to
grant the District statehood on the
basis of this constitution.
. .
As for support for the revised doc-"
ment, Pinkston said, ''Some feel the
will of people has not been adhered
to exactly. Many others recognize the
difficulty faced trying to present the
previous constitution to Congress.
Many feel the ritost important issue
is the question of statehood.

t·n.nk Bjrd/1 M HIU1op

By Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
Hill1op Staff Reporter

A 20-year-old University of
Maryland, College Park female fell
to her death from an eighth floor
dormitory window as a number of
her colleagues witnessed the fall last
Saturday.
The woman, Anna Lissa Camp, a
sophomore from Silver Spring, fell
from an open window of the eighth
floor of Cumberland Hall about

--

t2:30 p.m.

University spokeswoman Roz
Hiebert provided little information
about the circumstances leading to
Camp's fall, but said the incident was
being investigated as an accident by
campus police, adding that neither
drugs nor alcohol appeared to be
involved.
•
Ed Wilson, emergency room physi-

Nation in

The top democrat in the Senate
concedes President Reagan is likely to win the latest installment in
aid for the Nicaraauan rebels. But

•

cian at Leland Memorial Hospital,
said the woman was taken there with
multiple injuries. Camp reportedly
died abo\lt two hours later, according
to a hospital statement.
An autopsy was scheduled by the
stare medical examiner to determine
the cause of death, according to

Hiebert.
Camp's parents live on Kinloch
road in Silver Spring, where
neighbors said she was a 1984
graduate of Springbrook High
School. There Camp was a National
Mc:rit scholarship semifinalists and
president of the French club. For the
past several months, she had been
working as a part-time assistant at the
Erol's Video Club in Hillandale.
Cumberland Hall, a coeducational
dormitory which houses students in
both single and double rooms, is one
of five campus residences that sur-

-

rounds the Cambridge Quadrangle·
on the north side of the campus.
Dormitory residents said Camp lived in a double room, but no one else
was in the lounge when she fell.
Camp is the third student to die in
a fall from a University of Maryland
dormitory in the past year . One
woman died last March in a fall from
LaPlata Hall and another woman fell
to her death from a fifth floor window of Hagerstown Hall in August.
Al the time of Camp's fall, a
number of students were playing
sports on the quadrangle, while
others were sunning and saw her falling to the ground.
According to various news reports,
dormitory resident assistants were
asked earlier in the year to sponsor
programs advising students of the
dangers of sitting on dormitory win-

Majority Leader Robert Byrd soys
Reagan is aoina to have a hard
time winning future Congressional
support for the Contras.
Yesaerday the House voted to
delay $40 million in Contra aid. A

White Howe spokesman soys that
President Reaaan is disappointed
by the vote but will keep working.
to aet more money for the rebels .

MelN ow.,. -

fotldlq
Metro hat awarded a $32
million contract for construction
of-lhe Von DofJl St. 1ubw1y station on the Yellow line. Van Dom,
wbidt ii the lut 11a1ion on that

line that the federal ...........nt
hu promi&ed to provide money
for, will be lbove-pound with 500
parkina

dependents, 10 cents in Florida,.1'or
every signature turned in.
,
''In 1984,'' said Conyers, ''a
Democratic Pary Presidential can-

didate needed 25 ,000 valid petition
signatures to run in everly primary
and caucus in this country. By contrast, it took an Independent candidate five times that number of
signature to appear on the California
ballot alone.''
Supportcs of the Fair Elections
bill, who include Jesse Jackson, The
National Bankers Association, and
the American Civil Liberties Union,
argue that the courts have provided
little relief to independents, and the
Dem°'rats, who continue to move to
the right wing, will create a one-party
structure with independents unable to
provide any fair competiton.
''Just as the American people are
D Contiaued on page 9
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• HUSA PresidentNice -President
Fritz Jean/Craig Bedford
'

'

cransit system over the next three
years. The Board gave General
Manager Carmen Turner the Go-

ahead to apply for a neorly $7
million grant from the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration to help finance the first' year
of the progrJl.11l. But the government has said that it can probably
onl:V provide SS million.
·

End Is nnr for surroaate tr11I
It's the beginning of the end of
the unprecedented surrogate
mother trial in ·Hackensack, N.J .

Closina 1rp11r.cnts ore uodcr way.
The judac 11'.ust decide who aets
custody off, baby airl--thc father

and his Y ifc• or the surroaatc

mother, •·1ho qrccd to bear the
child in r<Chanae for $10 thou&and
but chrnaed her mind after the
b1by
wa1
born.
Neorly 60 percent of th0&e polled by USA Todly soy the father
and his wilfc lhould aet custody of

among · the original list . of
nominees, which was rejected by
a city council panel in December.
Seven people who were on the
original list, includina fromcr taxi
driver and board member of the

Capital Cab Association William
J. Wright, ore on the revised
version.

Slot lllldll.. blU wlu 1pproval
A bill leaalizina the use of slot

•GRADUATE TRUSTEE:
Jeffrey P. Jones
1

..

The Elections Committee wishes to offer our special thanks
to the following people:
.
'

machines by non-profit orpnizations on the Eastern shore won
preliminary approval in the

Maryland Senate. The ltai•Jation
would permit rcllaious, rrotcrnol
and war veterans' orpnizations to
own and operate up to five

'

ooe--

ITDled bandits eoch, providina
that the proceed• 10 to charity.
'

\
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ALL Volunteers and Poll-Workers ,
Office of Student Activities
Comptroll~rs OfFlce
Pearl Edmonds
Julia Dickerson
•
Terry Samuels
Tsahaku Turner

. Gerald Smlttl .

''Baby M. '' Only 20 percent say
the llUfl'OPle mother •hould aet
•

l

quire certain fees to be paid by in·

,WISHES TO CONGRATULATE TH
FOLLOWING WINNERS:

Ctlllody.

0

In additjon, some states even re-

Legislation to irfsurc fair elections
was introduced by Congressman
John Conyers (D-MI) at a press conf ercnce held ,on Capitol Hill
yesterday.
Conyers called the conference to
support his position and that of other
supporters against ballot status requirements for Federal elections now
in effect in rµany states.
''This legislation will democratize
the electoral process by equalizing the
standards for participation imposed
on independent and major and minor
party candidates,'' Conyers said of
the bill, adding that its passage will
strengthen the voting rights protected.
by the First, Fourteenth, Fifteenth
Amendments.
The electoral process has often
been criticized for requiring independent campaign .b_oQC~ulls to obtain
larger numbers of ~ignaturcs on
nominating
petitions
than
Democratic
or
Republican

GENERAL ASSEMB/LY
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
(GAEC)

dow ledges.

brief-~-------

Contn old q-liooed

his name on the ballot.

TV -32 drive begi.n s

Univ. of Maryland coed dies in fall
·~-=--,,.-,~-,,--,,--,-~,-~-

to lobbying sources in order to have

Hilkop Staff Reporter

"I think many people feel they
want statehood more than any particular constitution,'' he continued.
Charles I . Cassell, president of the
defunct District of Columbi a
Statehood Constitutional ConvenThe council's emergency legislation tion, believes the will of the people
was signed by Mayor Marion B:arry has not been respected.
introducing popular performers from
By Klmbe.rly Wlllloms
and approved by the Committee on
''The citizens ~e beginning to
various college campuses. ''Some
Hilltop S1•fr Reponer
Government Operations.
complain about this latest ·move and
·other guest appearances will be made
The cost of holding elections of the
I' m sure there will be some reaction
Atler a week ot· its spring member- by local personalities such as Melvin
delegates has been set at nearly $.2S against (it)," Cassell said i~ a recent ship drive, WHMM Channel 32 has Lindsey and Kevin James of WKYS
million along with nearly $3 million interview.
raised over $26,000 and acquired 629 Radio Station. Andrea Roane and
in salary for each delegate.
According to Cassell, the convennew members in a quest for indivdual Rich Adams from WUSA Channel 9
The $255,000 previously allotted tion met in 1982 and drafted the con- and community support, according will als«;> appear,'' Payton added.
for holding elections of the delegates troversial document which was apto Randi Payton, media spokcsper·
will now be used for technical sup- proved by voters.
Memberthon 32 will run from 7:50
son for WHMM .
port by the city elections board.
At issue is a document that has
In its sixth year as a public broad- am until 11 pm everday. There will
According to Pinkston, the revis- been considered too liberal and wor- casting station in the Washington be breaks in programming every ten
ed document follows the present dy because the Bill of Rights gave all
Metropolitan Area, Channel 32 has minutes for fund raising campaigns.
home rule act closely by replacing the government workers the right to set a goal to raise $150,000 during its
''The station has to buy all the promayor's office with a governor's of- strike, according to Cassell.
grams seen on Channel 32, and the
Spring '87 Memberthon 32.
fice and a 13-member city council
Each citizen was guaranteed ''the
''This should not be a problem community ·support is necessary if
with a 13-member House of· right to employment or ... an income since we have raised so much already, they want to see good programmdelegates.
sufficient to meet basic human and we're ahead of last year's ing,'' Payton said.
•'The idea was to achieve the status needs," and liberalized defendants' figures,'' Payton said.
WHMM is owned and operated by
quo and not create new policy except right s in criminal proceedings, he
From March 6 to 22, WHMM will Howard University on a $4 million
where it is absolutely essential to added.
air a variety of special programs in annual budget. Forty percent of these
make New Columbia fun ction as a
''They have focused on the con- honor of ·the 17-day membershiop funds come from members and
srat~. i · ·Pinkston said.
··
' stitluiou as't!te 'iirdblem because they drive. ''History~ RtUsic, comedy, ~ndcrwriters .such as . corpqrt ttops
~ .. · ESscht'i&ll.changes 'i ncluded retain- • ta'n't 1 affotd·ro attack- 1.t he ·~i:idca
'· .... l
Ous1i\'M'S, sporrrand tthnit'·shows fll'e '-anti local btJ:stnc~ses·.u
ing the judicial noniination commit- of self-government," he said.
The remainder of the budget comes
all P•tf of the1 nro•r•mmin
tee to ~18!-t candidates while giving
··Accofdink tb Casstll, tity 'officials schedi..ile, '' 'FilytOb S&ifi:· ~ ~, ......
from the government and other agenthe governor power to appoint judges are not as supportive of statehood as
Memberthon 32 got under way last cies that support public broadcasting
instead of the president of the United
Friday when actress Jarne Kennedy stations .
States.
'

'

candidatcs--30 times more 8"COrding

By Curles M01by

The two-day reodina requirement

Tai I
'111 «"'8122
FOi r D.C. Cm•nd' Cb•inna0
ArriqlOD DlKon is Moyor
Marioll Barry's 13 new oom•nee1
to a 0 ciuht to OWi 11 etbe tui
IDtlullrJ. Dbtoa, wbo loot bis ,.
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Destined for reatness

ootso black pride. traced to Delany
--8-y~S-ua_a_ne_A_le_x_a_llde_r__

Hilltop Staff Reporter

This is the last of a six-part series.
Black History Month is a con·
tinous celebration of achievements
made by blacks in every aspect of
society. This celebration serves as
a regiinder of the past and a
motivator for the future. In
honoring Black History Month, it
is appropriate to recognize not On·
ly Afro·American achievers, but
also international figures who
have impacted history in some
way .
•
· Martin R. Delany was a com·
' plex man of many ambitions . A
descendant of African chieftains,
Delany insisted on the equal rights
of all mankind. He stood for
women's rights during an era
where women were equated with
slaves. He recognized the plight of
the American Indian and called
the Indian his brother in oppres·
sion. He failed to find respect for
the black man in America and so
demanded that -blacks emigrate
and form their own nation.
Born in Virginia in 1812, Delany
was proud of his African heritage.
His paternal grandfather was an
African chieftain of Golab. His
maternal grandfather was an
African prince of Mandingo. Both
men were captured and brought to
America as slaves
Delany received his early education in PeRnsylvania. Studying
medicine, he eventually received a
degree in dentistry. Interested in
writing, Delany co·edited The
North Siar with Fredrick Douglass
for several years. Attacking the
proposal to send slaves 10 Liberia,
Delany advocated the migration of

•

•

blacks to South or Central
America in order to establish their
own nation. Just before the start
of the Civil War, Delany pus.bed
for the establishment of a black
state in the Niger Valley.
In 186S, Delany was commis·
sioned in the U.S. Army as the
highest ranking black field officer.
After the war, he became involv·
ed in politics in South Carolina
wl1ile also working with the Freed·
man's Bureau.
Anxious to change American
abolitionism from a debating
group into an activist group,
Delany believed that the black
man could only succeed in achiev·
ing his citizenship by creating his
own democracy. Delany viewed
Africa as the land where the black
man might ~ontrol his own destiny
through republicanism. According
to Delany, the claims of any race
of people are not respected until
they are presented through a
nation .
.,,
As America's first black na·
tionalist, Delany was far ahead of
his time . Proclaiming that
America's apartheid could only be
changed through black separatism
in the U.S. and black unity in the
world, Delany was preaching in
the 18SO's what black militants of
the 1970s finally acknowledged .
Black abolitionists of his tiine,
such as Fredrick Douglass, fought
Delany fiercely because they
believed that whites and blacks of
common citizenship could live
together harmoniously and on
equal terms.
Jn 1853, Delan y's rival,
Douglass, organized a convention
of colored people in the U.S. to be
held in Rochester, New York . At
this convention, participants
gathered to discuss emancipation

and to organize for a fight for
rights in the future. In August of
the following year, a completelv
different convention took place in
Cleveland, Ohio. Organized by
·Delany, the National Emigration
Convention introduced a new concept of black n:itionalism never
seen before in the U.S.
The two conventiol'is were
significant in that they marked the
division of thought and action
amoni black Americans. In·
terestingly, many of the resolu·
tions of both conventions were
similiar. However, while the
Rochester resolutions humbly
acknowledged racist problems in
the U.S. and asked for changes
over time, the resolutions of the
Cleveland Convention demanded
change immediately.
Over the years, Delany matured
in his speaking and writing.
Because his arguments were logical
and difficult to dispute, he was
hated by abolitionist whites and
blacks. Innuenccd by the number
of blacks migrating northward to
Canada who did not want to ''stay
and fight,'' while also aware of the
elimination of slavery .in Canada
(1818), Mexico (1829), Grea1 Britain (1833), Sweden's colony Saint
Bartholomew (184S), France and
Denmark (1848) and Brazil (1850),
Delany began to travel extensive.
ly in search of solutions to the pro·
blems of his people.
Delany's role as the first black
~nationalist is significant because
while black militants of today on.·
ly recently discovered ''black
pride," Delany was defining it to
his r~rst audiences in the 1830's .
Delany was the first to demand for
black freedom and equality si mp·
ly because he was a man. Delany
~ied in 1885 .

South Afrl"cans admi"t to· torture
.

tached 10 its end."

By €ulver J. Long

students from the University of Tran·

-t I .

I
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African President Seko
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Leader charged with violations, political tyranny
By Vv~nne B~oks
Hiijtop Staff Reporter

Joseph Mobutu Sese Seko, Presi·
den1 of 1he African country of Zaire
has much in common with ousted
presidents Marcos of the Phillipines
and Duvallier of Haiti.
Worth billions in personal assets
and supported by the United States
government, this head of state is
charged with severe human rights
violations and political tyranny in a
country where one out or two
children dies before the age of five.
Three speakers at a forum held
\Vednesday night also said that the
C IA has been working in collusion
\Yith Mobutu in support of the South
African backed UNITA forces in

to be the third wealthiest man in the
world. According to a Rainbow Lob·
by fact sheet Mobutu's reported
holdings include 12S .7 million in
chateaus, villas and ·o ther real estate
in Belgium, Nice, Ital)', Senegal and
1he Ivory Coast. 1
Zaire holds se•enty percent of the
world's cobalt and is the second
largest producer of diamonds. Zaire
is also rich in copper, gold, uranium,
manganese, oil and tin, and has
enough farming potential to feed all
of Africa, yet less than two percent
of the farmland is cultivated. Accor·
ding to Rainbow Lobby statistics,
U.S. corporations in Zaire include;
Gulf Oil, .Exxon, Texaco, General
Motors, General Electric, llT, Ford,
Pan Am, Hewlett Packard and
Citibank.
Serge Mukendi, U.S. reprsentative
of the Workers and Peasants Party
of the Congo (POP) which is opposed to Mobutu's rule, said that of a
population of 30 million only
1,200,000 people are employed andare paid between $3.00 and SIS .00
pc1 m011th. Multe11di added"that in
Zaire a loaf of bread costs between
SJ.SO j!nd $4.00 and a guart of milk
. cbsts abOut ten dOllars. ' 10n the
average, people only eat once every
forty·eight hours,'' he said.
Professor Nzongola who is also the
Executive Director of the Center for
Research in Zaire (CEREZ) said,
''The CIA is using Zaire to send
weapons to UNIT A." According to
Nzongola, it is in the interests of the
United States to · keep MobutU 1n

powCr , and in the United States gives .,.,
military support through c.130
planes, jeeps, coast guard equipment
and military training.
Reagan's budget proposal fof 1987
included $S2 .6 million dollars for
Zaire and his current proposal for
fiscal 1988 rose to $66 million dollars,
said Conyers. According to the Rain·
bow Lobby fact sheet, a March 1984
House Foreign Affairs Commiltcc
report stated that ''The State Depart.
ment is reluctant to criticize zairc
because of its strategic and political
importance.''
Along with Conyers, Cpngressman
Ronald Dellums (D-Calif.) is working- on legislation to cut U.S. aid lo
Zaire. In a congressional statement
Conyers cited a provision in the
Foreign Assistance Act ''that forbids
aid to countries that engage in gross
and systematic abuses of human
rights. Zaire is one such count.ry . ' •
Nancy Ross of the Rainbow.Lob·
by, an organization concerned with
progressive social issues, said that her
organization supports cutting aid to
~ai~~cee"1in9 Ce Ro££ •b· Pain.bow lobby is calling on Congress t~
conduct a full scale investigation in·
to U.S . and CIA [J\ilitary covert
operations inside ZairC given the im·
plications of lranscam.
Mobutu came to power after the
1961 murder of the Congo's first
post·independence prime minister,
Patrice Lumumba: The CIA's role in
Lumumba's death and its subsequent
support of Mobutu was also discuss·
ed by Ross and Nzongola.

Amnesty International and skei, South Africa, were arres1ed, A¥;~a{h!r~~sJoc~~esa;:~!i. Con·
America's Watch, two human rights without ch~rge in connectio!1 with gressman John Conyers (D·Mich),
~
orga nizations, have fiTes on demonstra11ons cc;>mmeryiora11ng the Professor Ntalaja Nzongola of the
Beating, whipping, electroshock
documentC"d cases of abuse against death of ~teve Biko. ~1ko, a bl~ck Howard· University Department of
and forced starvation are common student prisoners. According to these So~th ~fr1can le~der! died following African Studies and Nancy Ross, Ex··
meCJ.gjs gf tgrt1 1re 115ed op 5r11dent5 Jil:sJ~ WQ~l ireg1u:ot [QcOl.ai.J.ar· r ll:!Jl.lCe..jnterrogat1on 1n 1977. _Accor:._ ecuti~D.irector of the Rainbow Lob·
jin South Africa, accord~::uth ' lure is electro-shock. The prisoner Is ding to Cyllah some of these students by at a forum entitled ''The CIA in
African students at Ho
. -Uni.Yer· d repcbed with wa!W' then live wires are st1ll 1n pr1~on. .
.
Zaire: Torture and Tyranny."
sity and Amnesty Inaer
··
lii91 au: plued i.on bis 01 her gcntials. I
South Afr-iC.a 1s not _u nique.
Peatured speaker Conyers told the
The students, however, .a rc rcluc· Other forms of torture include; fore· ~tudents arc .tortured or s.ubJCCt~ to audience that Mobut's ••government
tant to give their names for fear of cd starvation, exposure to extreme 111 treatment 10 the following African is criminal and bent on exploiting and
retaliati9n. ''If you ever go home,
heat '!r co~d. rape of both sex~s, states; ~enya, Son:iolia, Uganda and people while enriching the presi·
and have been openly critical of the sometimes 1n the presence of fan:11ly Burundi, according to Amnesty dent .,,
government in the press, it will go members and absence of medical 1~·· documen~s .
.
Conyers who is a co-sponsor of up·
very bad for you," one student said.
treatment .
In Latin America, s_1udents ha.ve coming legislation to cut U.S~d to
According tp Amnesty Interna·
Citing other methods o"f torture, recently b~en tortured 10 Columbia, Zaire said, ''Mobutu is in~bvious
tional's Al Cyllah, regional director Cyllah said that ''student prisoners Peru, Chile, Cuba, El Salvador, collusion with the CIA and Savimbi
for Africa, ''Students may be sub· arc often forced to write letters in Guatame~a and ~onduras .
to destabilize the frontline states."
·Jected to tonure methods such as the which they state that they are runn·
In Latin America students have
• .
.
Several sources consider Mobutu
'somersault' whereby prisoners arc ing away to another country. Then if recently been tortured 1n Columbia,
'hung by a 'rod placed under thier 1he student is further detained he is Peru, Chile, Cuba, El Salvador, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .._- ,
!knees and then 1heir hands are tiod thought to have escaped to another Guatamela and Honduras .
also to this rod . The police then spin ~ountry by his family. If the prisoner
Several middle eastern asian and
the prisoner in any direction while <lies in custody the government claims eastern block nations as well as some
beating or whipping him with the he w~ killed trying to escape."
western nations also have cases or
'Sjamboks', a long, thin whip that
According to Amnesty files, S student tor1ure on file a1 Amnesty
often has sharp pieces of metal at· months ago in October 1986, SO International .
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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Stal f positions are
available for the %988
Bison

Japanese leader faces difficult days
over ta~ reform and defense spending
By Daniel

B. Sparks

Hilltop St•ff Reporter

Japan, the land of the Rising Sun,
is in the midst of an unprecedented
storm of political turmoil. Political
questions are rising concerning Prime
Minister Y asurhiro Nakasone and his
Liberal Democratic Party which has
had control in Japan for the past
three decades, and certain initiatives
that he is attemptinJt to bring about .
One of -these 1n1t1at1ves is the
political rejected tax reform, the
other is a plan to do away with a ten·
year old mandate to keep defense
spending at just one percent of the
gross national product . ·Now to the
American these two issues seem hard·
ly imPortant enough to threaten the
stability of the Executive Branch of
government, but in Japan where
public outcry against the government
. is rare and Socialists and Liberal
Democrats teaming up against the
Prime Mini1ter is even rarer,
authorities arc calling it curtains for
Nak.asone-·apin.
These same authorities thouah, according to published news sources,
counted out the former prime
minister as well last May, but two
months lter, Nakasone ailed for national elections that pve his party
their lara<est victory tn history. To
show their patitudo, the Diet, u
Parlimeot ii c:alled in Japan, pve
· NakalOI"' one yeu enenuon on

ru..

term in office solidifying his and the
Liberal Democrat's position even
more .
But last October, when Nakasone
and his cabinet undertook tax
reform; the doomsayers began ap·
peacing once again; but this time they
bro~e some old rules of Japanese
politics. Consider the fact that major
government policy is usually decid~
in the party itself, approved and then
sent to the Diet for ratification. So
was the case with the Tax Reform
bill, but !_Q.J\ly this time, the
fragmented opposition, in a flash of
rare unity boycotted the lower house
and its budget committee. They made
angry speeches, and pooled resources
for an attack on the tax, said publish·
ed. news sources, and generally made
the Prime Minister's position more
unoccupiablc. ,
Herc in the U.S. the President
simply would have lobbied the support he needed and bullied his way
through Conaress, but in Japan, sue·
cess is gauged by how the Chief of
State does not offend his opponents.
To make matters worse, not only
hu the tax bill not passed due to outside opposition, but internal dissent
from his own party his hurting
Nakuone's imaae as well. Recent
polls have shown that the Bill would
Pll' with just a little more than half
of his party'• support, and late last
month, approximately 70,000
1demo1trator1 cloned downtown

Tokyo to voice their displeasure over
the new tax . On the 8th of this
month, another 160,000 pro1estors
threw an encore presentation in the
nation's capital to chastise Nakasone,
and the political gravediggers started
writing Nakaone's obituary again.
In Japan, public displays of disgust
by an !ndividual let alone over
200,000 people is simply not con·
sidered. But the thought of having
another tax levied upon them, when
their leader promised none is simply
too much to take.
Nakasone insists that the tax he is .
calling for his changes are only a
''medium.scale'' and not a ''large..
scale indirect tax." Whatever it is,
large or not, Na~asone is not giving
ground. He has been given up for lost
before by authorities, but he did not
become the longest serving Prime
Minister in ovC"r IS years by throw·
ing in the towel every time it was call·
ed for.

- .-

He has the option of calling for
another election to consolidate his
power, but that is unlikely given the
current political climate; more harm
than good may be done. Another op..
tion would be for the tax to pass if
Nakuone agree to humbly retire and
let Japanese discipline and calm take
over the Diet qain. Either way, in
the analysil of international news,
Nakuone should not be pven up for
lost.
,
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Pick up applications in Rm. 117 or Rm. G-06
in Blackburn Center. Applications are due April
3, 1987.

REMINDER
APPLICATIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR THE
DOMESTIC EXCHANGE PROGRAM
FALL 1987 AND THE OSLO INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL.

·-

OSLO, NORWAY (2 SCHOLARSHIPS ARE A WARDED)
DEADLINES: March 16, 1987 For the Oslo Prognm.
Mardi 31, 1987 Domestic Exchanae
•
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quakes. has hampered the efforts of
t!lc rescue squid• that were sent to

Ecuador.
· Ea·e'!lol wtbquake1 ...vc kill''lbe meu•vc floodina carried
eel u 111• 100 _ . 81111 have left away man7 boma with their iaIS.000 a'f1111...._"1n 11ie".4iiila babitanll,' said Carlol °'''•·the
Mll' I 'f , _,, fl 1 1'to Ectrdoran'- llll10' or the 10WD of T-.
The ltt'-1 or the two tarthz
· a i l s ''II? , by the earth- quake r.W•CRd 7.3 OD the Richter

u1g::

accordina to
Geoloaical Survey.

scaie,

the U.S.

An anti·aparthe.id Jeader, Morris
F)'nn, was unable to attend u am·
bassadorial iteeption in South Africa

be<aute be-amsted for~"I
down 1 ••whites Only'' sian near
Durban.
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ore
due
typewritten by Monday at
5:00 pm, one week before
publication.

the public 1hi11k:-.. "fh t· cil}' i.:ot111t·i l /1a.'>
bec11 opposi11g ele..:1ior1 of the
''sl1adO\\•'' delegates sir1cc \982 .
··Fau11trO}' 'i<lid it ,,·ould cost 100
111l1..:l1 111011e}' '0 Cor1gre"' ,,·011ld11'1
like it." Cassell said . ''\\ 1e elected
J1in1 (as delegate) 10 figl1t not 10 1ell
us about l1p s tilit~' · ''
Cassell . a11 ar..:l1itec1 \\'it l1 the
U11iversi1~· of tl1c _pistrii.:t of Col11m bia. attributed the 1111s11L·..:essf11 lness
of 1l1e st<.lteh ood i11itiati\'C to r;1cial
polariza1io11 :1r1cl politi..:s.
111 1980 Di., trict rc,itle11t!I pas ... c<l
lcgi slatio11 l"alli 11 g for :1..:ll 11 ~ 1itu1io11t1l
..:01t\•en1ion 10 be t1cld . Tl1c 45 t•!cctcd
delegates 111e1 fl)T 1t1rcc 111011111:-. i11
1982 tO draft fill' dOClllllL'llt \\•}1i..:J1
''as ;ippro\·cd i11 :1 NO\"Cr11bcr eleciion
! l1;i1 ~' ear .
Cassell sai d 1l1c t'OTJ\ t'r1tio11 \\a~
\·cry· (1i s r11pti\·c ;111cl 1111..' !o..:al
rll''''J1apcr hl:1111ccl l1i111 . ,Of 1l1e ... 5

delegates only 17 were white and on1}' one of the 17 campaigned strong!~· for sta lehood .
Casse ll said 1ha1 one delegate sided '''ith the 28 black delegates bet;ause
··a . . a leader of 1he homosexual com111unity he was for n1any of the issues
the black delegates were for.''
''\\' e rece ived tremendous opposi tion fron1 the white establishment inc l11ding the \\•hite co ns1iru1ional
delegates because 1he black delegates
ea1npa ig11ed for and addressed black
iSSl lCS," he said.
''t\1y biggest problem was keepin g
1hc \\ J1i1e delegates ca lm,'' he con1i11lied. ··1·11e issue is rac ially polarizL'CI bccaL1sc \\"hires \\'Ould ralher be
~la\' C S tl1a11 ha\'e statehood wi1h a
blal"~ go \·ernor, '' he said.
111 a ci l}' \\' here 70 percent of lhe
popL1l<1tio11 is black, it is likely a black
gt1bcrna1orial candidate \\'ould \\'in.

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
DICK GREGORY'S SAFE

NUTRITION CORRECTION
CONNECTION
'

A FOOD

-

SUPPLEMENT FOR
ABUSERS OF:
vDRUGS
vALCOHOL
vCAFFEINE
I~
NICOTINE

•

,,,,

Co wiTlt A NAME you CAN TRUST ••• Dick GREGORY, CREATOR of TltE
fAMous GREGORY'S SLIM SAFE BAHAMIAN DIET.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NUTRITION CORRECTION · CONNECTION OR INCOME OPPPOR,
TUNITIES IN THE DISl;'RIBUTION, PLEASE CONTACT NATIONAL MANAGER, COOPER COLEMAN (JOl) ~~2-9042
.J

S1:1r1, 1crid:1\' 1hc 131h al :1 spl'ci:i ll y sl'IL'CIL'<I lhl':Ilrl' 11c:1r \1111 .

Put yourself on
the Inside Track to

an advertising career.

*
•

How does one get on the fast track
to an exciting and challenging career
1n advertising? By getting the right
information on the who. what, when.
how, where. and why from Insiders.
l/lle're the Advert ising Club of Metropolitan wash ington . and we're
pulling a trainload of ·our experts to
the YVash1ngton Marriott for Career
Day '87. So whether you 're an artist.
salesperson. broadcaster. or ad
executive at heart, mark your calendar for April 2nd. and get on the
Inside Track to success.

'

Resume Clinic 8 AM-9AM .

Date: April 2. 1981
Time~

aAM-11 AM

Place: washington Marriott .

22nd & M Sts., N.W. (take the Red
Line fo Dupont Circle or the Blue o;
Orange Line to Foggy Bottom) .

tR
eservations:
Send
by March 26 to Career
$10"

Day. c/o The Advertising Club of
Metropolitan W8shington, 4520 East·
\'\'est Highway, Suite 550, Bethesda.
MD 20814 .
•$12 at the door.

/\IX I UB
Day'87

-----------------------------I want all my training
to pay off. I'll come.

NAME ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SCHOOL
ADDRESS ~~~~~~~~~~~-'---::-

MAIL TO: Care.ir Day, c/o The Advenising Club of
'A'ash ington, 4520 East-'l<kst Highway, Suite 550, Bethesda,
'

.

'

•

'

•

'
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Outside of the Iran-Contra Arms
scandal one of today's most controversial subjects is probably the
issue of condom advertisements.
It seems that the argument exists
between those people who feel that
these types of ads arc morally
violating and may be misinterpreted
as advertisements 'for prcmartial sex;
and, those people who realize that

•
•

.

z
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Bison. end season with loss
•

i.J

•

. .

·1,.- •. ,..

Howard University Bison lost the MEAC
tournament championship for the sixth yea~
in a row. How is that for a losing streak? The
Bison made it to the big game only to choke.
Again.
Their 17 game winning streak was the
longest in Division I, a 24-5 record before the
game clinched tbe MEAC regular season
championshi(and earned them a top seed going into the follrnametlt. Still they lost and
are left out of any postseason play - no
NCAA and no National Invitational
Tournament .
So what exactly is the problem? From all
appearances, the team went Into the decisive
final game with something akin to a losing
attitude. By mos ccounts, the team did not
look like a champ nship team in the semifinal game agains ethune-Cookman . In the
finals, fuey were outshot, outrebounded,
outplayed, and outcoached. In a word, overma.t ched. But they tried.
Anothe.r problem may be the lack of support at the tournament. For years, th.e
Howard community's support has been
lukewarm at best. Afterall fans need real vie~
tories to gain their loyalty not just to win
streaks. This year's crowds were larger than
last year's, but when it came down to real support only a handful of Howard fans showed
up at the tournament in Greensboro, N .C.
But naivety aside, such behaviour is predictable. Fashion-conscious Howard students
would rather go to a Morehouse spectacular

•

•

controversy

to be as exclusive in their approval of
particlular advertisments as possible
but, how easy will it be to advertise
a product such as this without emitting the message that engaaina in this,
type of activity is glamorous and
sophisticated? Isn't that usually the
trend in most advertisments that in- _
· volves this type of subject matter? Perhaps these types of ads may not

Commentary .
.

I.

~=

-:::"'

-

!.

Nancee L. Lyons

any day than go to Nonh Carolina for a mere
MEAC championship. Greensboro just
"ain't" Atlanta. Almost every state club from
California to N~w Jersey sponsored trips to
due to the alarming and escalating
rate of teenage pregnancies and sexAtlanja. How many clubs .s ponsored such
ual diseases (more specifically AIDS)
tripnast weekend?
precautions must be stressed. In other
A¢! while mourning the loss, Howard ofwords, it is more a question of realificials must also count the dollars lost. In the
ty over morality. Of course, this does
words of a local sportswriter, Howard is
not reflect my sentimentsJhis is just
the way I view the situation from my
North Carolina A&T basketball program's
seat on the fenc~ of objectivity.
biggest booster. By losing to the Aggies, the
On the side of ·morality, one could
Bison has lost the MEAC's automatic bid to
argue that the viewing of these ads
the NCAA tournament and the chance to colmay be observed by the younger
lect the $200,000 that goes with it. This sum,
population as a glorification of ''promiscuous'' sexuality, giving
along -.,.ith the amounts from the previous five
youngsters the ''okay'' on premartial
year's 1osses, goes elsewhere - to A&T.
and adolescent sex. Possibly provokPerhaps there is a leadership problem here
ing earlier sexual activity.
too. Coach A.B. Williamson, an A&T
Seenario·-a television condom ad
graduate, has been coaching at Howard for
which portrays two young people
engaged in a loving embrace. Obthe past 11 years. In that time the team has
viously the networks are.going to try
only made one trip [1981) to the NCAA tournament. For some coaches that is not so bad.
However, when one considers that Howard
has been one victory away from that ·
prestigous tourn!lment for the past six years,
·it does cause some concern. Williamson might
just have taken the basketball program as far
as he can take it. If that is so, then someone
else may be needed to take it further.
But all is not lost, however. The women's
Dear Editor:
team won the MEAC title-more power to
What if we all consider a very simthem. And then there is next year. Victoryple proposition·--''Unity among the
masses of the Mecca?'' Although a
starved Howard fans will just have to wait unperson may feel that unity among all
til next year.
Howard students is far from simple,

be presented as described above, but
eventually different brahds of condoms, caught up in the war of competition, wilt want to adopt the most
persuasive types of advcrtisments
conceivable--not caring if the public
finds them offensive. ,
Those who may be against pmnartial sex·, such as members of the
clergy and parents who arc instilling
these values in their children will like·
ly find these ads abhorrently
offensive.
Outside of the numerous moral
concerns, there are also the facts. In
five years, scientists and doctors
predict that there will be at least
270,000 cases Of AIDS in America
alone. According to my calculations.
that is approximately one out of
every 100 people. Today, about one

-L ETTERS

i•7~s~~~.si~~:~~dM~;~~e~:s1~e~i

threatened by what they saw as the
..... • ... .. . " , ,.. ... .. ..
, ...
reac1ionary nature of 1he ~\fmd.inistra·>'wl\~c;n ·Cl arencett
' Pel -dletft
·· ·t.h roug h a ffi1r~at1ve
· acttO!J.
·
h ut 1n.
tion,andsotheyunifieda'.n
aCtualun s pok e -'ali-t h e ., ... • mi·nor1l1es
ly
took control of the University
to
:?<Jl]ooi'qF Law last w@ek and said he was not
stead of being totally disregarded tt should • !111!!.le. iL':Placl\..UrJiversity."
a o\a~k leader,'' b'u! rai'fler a olacli person
be used as a stepping stone to an eventual bill
In 1983, unity was a relative queswho has been appointed to a high and powerlegally forcing employers to hire people of all tion ._ Lead by the catalytic HUSA
ful position, his seat in the Reagan Adraces especially in higher- payi' ng professions. Pres1den1 Howard Newell, several
'
Id b ~ rt·d·1cu Ious to throw away af- Howard
students James
demanded
the
I t W?U
ministration may not be instrumental in
''job'' of President
E . Cheek
elevating the conditions of blacks and other
firmattve action and go back to •'the laws if he proceeded in expelling and cenminorities in this country.
already on the books," which Pendleton soring the then Hilltop Editor Janice
In many ways he resembles the Booker T.
believes is the best way to establish equality. McKnight, for a story she had writWashington of the 80's. Like Washington,
We would be regressing if we relied soley on ten .on a, conflict between the ad' ·1 R'1g h ts A ct or Brown vs. the m1n1Strauon
and an employee.
Pendleton has .tn essence so Id h'ts sou I f or h'ts
t h e 1964- C 1v1
Howard students
have unified
own personal gains and in trying to do the
Board of Education. Affirmative action was around ideals and issues in the past.
same to his race to accomodate the white
created because these "laws on the books" Why not now? ,
power structure.
only scratched white society's racist surface.
On Wcd~esd~y. March 18, t~e
In order for blacks to increase their
It is easy to sit back and criticize the pro- Howard Un1versrty Student Assoc••. an d soc1a
· I mo b'l'
bl ems o f a ffi1rmau· ve a~tlOf:l,
· wh'IC hpendieton (comprised
tron and theof
Student
Campus
Senate
econoinJc
1 rty h e b e 1·1eves th a t
all campus
organizablacks should subjugate themselves to quiethas spent most of his time tn office doing, but tions). will be sponsoring "Unity
ly accept and adapt to racial hostility in our
because he is the chairman of the U.S. Civil '87.' This rally on "The Yard" will
. system, which Washington also expressed at
Rights Commission, he should be able to. commemor_ate the 1968 ~nd 1983
the end of the 19th century.
brainstorm and establish solutions to this pro- demonstrations. However. Its central
'th
I
h I
ob1ect1ve will be to generate the
blem. 0 r Co
A ccording t o P en diet on, th e quo t as crea led
. m~ l!P >yt . new p an~ to e p
possibility of student unity and searby affirmative action have established a
alleviate d1scr1m1nat1on tn out society. B_!lt, ching for commonalities instead of
generation that is afraid to take risks. The onhas he moved one finger to do so?
differences.
ly way we can learn to take risks again is by
H
'd
h
·
There will be a "Unity Dcclarae
sat
,
•
''T
ere
ts
and
always
will
be
·
' I987 -1988 present ed t hat
eliminating affirmative action.
Iron " .or
discrimination in America.'' This may be true
aruza't'on prcs'dents
1
1 d t
Affirmative action is by no means perfect,
many
s
u
en
org
'
but that does not mean that we have to acwill be asked to sign as a contract 10
but that does not mean it should be struck
cept discrimination which eliminating affirpromote social and cultural exchange
downiust because some problems have arisen
mative action would do.
among students. However. the real
·with it's inaction. It has opened many doors
question for the day will be, what effor blacks and other minorities who otherwise
Blacks have been denied their guaranteed
feet, if any, these statements will
constitutional rights more than any other
have?
wou Id not h ave a ch ance, not b ecause t h ey
· h'
Howard students come from more
'
f'
d
b
b
h'
t
·
II
group
rn
t
1s
country,
so
one
in
their
right
are not qual1 1e , ut ecause ts ortca Y,
than 100 different countries, parwhites have selfishly dominated our economic
mind can say 4hat we have been given
ticularly nations in Africa and the
system and are not about to ease up.
"preferential treatment" by the establishment
Carribbean, and from all territories
How does Pendleton expect our generation
of affirmative action, as Pendleton claims we
of the United States. The fact that the
· k
d
f
··
h
have.
majority of Howard students arc of
to take r1s s an go or opportun1t1es w en
Th'
h fi II .
.
Afr1·can descent un1'ty among such a
·
·
·
II Y
ts act as 1na y given blacks the chance
these doors are not on IY b e1ng
tntent1ona
diverse array of African people
shut, but locked in our faces?
to compete for and obtain opportllnities that
would be a literal expression of
There is still some question as to
are rightfully theirs in a society that is not
"Pan-Africanism.''
how many opportunities are really rising for
about to openly share with any minorities.
Although the possibility excites
very few of us. just think if business
students not only attempted to network with their fellow Howard
•
classmates from the U.S., but
sincerely understood and generated
positive economic relations with their
classmates from Africa and the Carribean what the endless possbilities
would be.
A couple of weeks ago ABC •AM ERIKA,' the portrayal of have been pressure to treat blacks and
What if, communications students
other minorities, in a better liaht.
broadcasted the week-long, IS hour blacks.
started to netowrk in order to proSure there ,were a few black
Howard and other institutions like, mote more independent film producseries 'AMERIKA'. The theme of the
a doctor. an it in all probability would have been tions, as well as to assume control of
mini-series centered around what characters
America would be like 10 years after underground journalist and a jailed shut down to curb the rebellious and
the industry Which influences how
Soviet occupation. The series dissident. But what about the rest of militant tendencies of coileae Afro-Americans sec themselves?
us? Was there some negligent flaw in students. On the other band, it may
1enerated much controversy.
Wouldn't the possiblitics be endless?
If the Soviets were not cond~mn the writers idea of the situation, or have condnued to function, but as a
What if the Howard classes of
ina the series as propa1•nda. ~ t~ did the writer foract about us all channel for younger members of 1987,1988, 1989, 1990... etc, each
ociet to ex~ the temlons
United Nations WM condemning 1t together?
pledpd to worlt to improve not only
about by tbe lilullion.
for using the official U.N. symbol,
Since the rest of the nation was
own socio-economic standina
actual ...1... the ScMets us- their
and then there w~ Ted Turner, who already being oppressed, I could imbut also work for the selfsaid that he was apinst the series agine the treatment we would have ed nilbt clubs u a focal point for determinatlon or all black and opbecause it woukl perate anti-Soviet been subjected to. The creators may younasters to meet, cxcbanfe prcsaed ~la? Can you imqinc
fccllnp when sood international rela- have been suggesting in the absence rhetoric:. and rcleue tltdr anxiety. n what would happen If every Howard
tions are a must.
of blacks, that blacks were dispers- ~k:n• but1rce tbe Soviet• le- · 1fudent stood toptber for a sinJ1e
& ~A11i'NJll1d' riot bJ·pla•lq
The DUbllcitY wu welcomed by ed, subjugated or w~. On the other d
ideal for just a momet1t?
ABC, ilrboulh it did not help the hand, we may have been treated a moll m•11e tbe club to stir up the
For all that has b1en said, a perpolrOlll.
rer•ar w'' ta were ID low that ABC better.
son could probably say that "Unity
at •ja s In die effon. ApparentDay '17'' at belt ii an eJC111riBhWI la
Since the Soviets currently use ~at Vlckea1
ly, m a11.- daeentire controversy as
pa1 'Wlhl11. Ho•"•· n•11'11
Frubm,u .
OtWf.... , u dkl 1.:.f!owever, oi:ie films of crowded ahettos as prodie many thlnp that could be aoSchool of C'ommuniCatJons
fKM lllat•..~ absent rn ~ in. their country, there may

•

of every 15 people are feared to carry
the AIDS virus.
The teenage pregnancy rate is alarmingly high and still rising at a rapid
pace. Condom ads may possibly be
a negative factor concerning teenage
sex, but the facts of todays reality
may receive more consideration.
Therefore, tfle question of morality
or reality will not be answered in this
commentary-·as for my opinion on
the matter, at the moment, I am not
at liberty to say.

-

As for ·your question of who do we
think we are, I answer it like this. We

are young ladies th8t have opened •
minds to learn and mature so that we
can achieve our dreams in this world
where males try to suppress us from
gaining any recognition.
, We ambitiously strive for academic
acheivement so that one day we can
become true Howard women- women
of dignity, self respect and
knowledge. Women who get what
tp "' ...
th
o~

jll!w

hJ

. at .

,
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iebtsy
e for
display Itself as
anger on us, the women of the Quad?
It's time for you, the Gentlemen of
Drew, to stop trying to ''get on''
every freshmen girl you see. And
maybe if you stop talking about us
and putting us down, we will give you
the time of day'.
No, we are not mad at what you
said. We are above trivial namecalling, because the way I see it
you're just mad because you can't
seem to get one of us. Maybe if you
treat us like the young ladies we are,
we will give ' you the. respect you
deserve.
Next time, don't hide yourself
behind such a distinguished man's
name such as Charles R. Drew. Don't
disgrace his name because you were
not man enough to use your own.

t euppen:lassmen

.

Dear Editor:
This is in response to the letter to
the editor written by some
anonymous person who tried to
degrade the freshman women of the
Quad (March 6).
Well Mr. ''Charles R. Drew'', now
that you have 15 or so credits, you
think you have the authority to tell
the women of the Quad what we are
all about. Well let_me shed some light
to the ignorance you displayed in
your letter.
We are not on the upperclassmen's
''tips''. We are·not looking for an upperclassman, but a MAN who will
take heed to the feelings and desires
that we possess. From where I stand,
it is the freshmen males who try to
perpetrate th~ role of the upperclassmen, so YOU need to get off
floor
their ''tfps'' and find your own .A second
.
identity.
Whea~ley Hall resident
•

THE BIL
Editor-in-Chief
Purvette A. Bryant
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The more things change••.

l

Day

Unity

News Analysis

ma

I

THE EDIIDR

complished at Howitrd and the many
things that need to be accompl~shed
after this collegiate experience, it
seems that the results arc worth the ·
risk.
We all do not need the same. As
a matter of fact, our beauty stems
from our diversity. But, believe it or
aot, it also stems from our commonality ... Let's give unity a shot!
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Williams, Jackson
uplift ·black women

Black-owned business
•

Placement service
.targets minorities

Howard, Fisk and Spellman will end
what she believes to be German

By Kimberley S. Wrtaht
Hilltop Slaff Reponer

racism.

Toni Williams, a sophomore
zoology major from Houston, Texas
will spend three weeks of her summer
vacation on an all expense paid trip
to Germany. Williams is a member of
the New Horizons Exchange Program . She applied for the program
through the Howard University German Department .
••A lot of opportunities at this
school go unnoticed,'' said Williams.
''People should take advantage of
every opportunity and stop feeling
sorry for themselves."
Williams added, that the exchange
program accepts students who have
high grade point averages, an interest
in German culture and have had
courses in the language. Williams
who \ has been to Canada, Puerto
Rico, Mexico, Bahamas and across
the United States said she looks for ward to her first European excursion.
··1 always wanted to go to Ger·
many just to improve my speech . I'm
also interested in the cu lture, the
political system and the German
education and health system," she
said.
Williams, a German n\inor, speaks
the language fluently and began stu·
dying it as a freshman at Cypress
Creek High School in Houston . For
Williams, language is an integral pan
of a well rounded education. She
believes
being
multi-lingual
guaranteed career advancement and
personal marketability.
''It's good to know other
languages especially if you plan to
work as a doctor in Houston , New
York or California,'' Williams said,
adding that Spanish is a par1icularly
good language to know .
With confidence, Williams said her
knowledge of German will boost her
plans to attend medical school in Germany. It will also be an excellent
medical research aid, she said.
As an honor student, Williams
hopes the May 8 trip to Germany
with other exchange students from

•

''If they (Germans) sec intelligent
blacks first hand, that will dispel any

By J. Uoyd Jackson

myths they might have that blacks are
inferior to whites,'' Williams said.
She is a member of the HeaJth Prof essional Club, a member of the

Hilltop Starr Reporter

where they would like to 10 in thrir
careers.''

Coopir. addid that althouah hil
A recent su~v~y by Tbe Black Col· firm is contactin& certain department

7ound that over heads at colleges, includina Howard,
43,000 Jobs are available to 19g6-87 to disseminate information on bis
graduate with some of the ''top 100 firm, students should contact Cooper
and Associates.directly, especially if
employers nationwide.••
they are engineering or b 11sineu
This; finding comes at an ap- ma1ors.
propr~ate time for J . Cooper &
Before contacting the firm,
Associates, Inc . an executive recruit- Whitington advises students to
ment and placement firm in the prepare their resumes ''bearina in
District of Columbia which according .mind that they (students) should be
to company sources is committed to aware of what they have done and
providing employers with the best should seek interships in career areas
qualified minority candidates they wish to pursue.''
available.
Cooper credits the contacts he
•
J. Cooper & Associates, located at established as the director of
733 15th St., N.W., Suite 774, began OFFCCP with .providina him an inoperations in February of 1987. The valuable entrance into the corporate
company is headed and staffed by world. ''Every federal contractor,''
placement specialists with many years according to Cooper 1 ''fell under my
of experience, according to its jurisdiction. ''It is safe to say that we
. founder and president Josc"ph N. are a compnay with access. Whereas
most executive search fmns are in the
Cooper
- ,
tiusiness to obtain their contacts, we
Before establishing Cooper &
Associates, Cooper was one of the already haVe ours.''
Acknowledging that discrimination
highest ranking blacks in President
Ronald Reagan's administration, He !!_still P!_~nt in the United States,
I
was director of thC Labor Depart- Cooper said, "I clearly think that
ment's Office of Federal Contract need to do more Where affirmative
Compliance Program (OFCCP), and action is concerned and OFCCP
was directly responsible for requiring needs to do a great deal more.
Needless to say I resigned because of
Allen Brownrfhf' Hill'°"
VIKen' V•le•tlite(fbe Hllttop .federal contractors to hire minority
. major policy differences between
Toni Willlioms. sophomON, ZOolovy mojor. (top). Nsewc_hlnt ~loss PfO- \VOrkers .
CooPer resigned that position in myself and the (Reagan} administra;.cts in H.U.'s und•r•oduate library. Gloria · Jackson," School of
January, charging that some ad- tion.••
Dl•inlty Student Council -!dent, (bottom},
Cooper
and
Associates,
minstration officials have been ••payinstitution.
·
are entering the field every day.
ing only lip service'' to anti- Whitington and Cooper agree that
However, Jackson is especially
''We arc still meeting resistance discrimination laws . He added, ''If the company.intends to build on the
proud of ~.t:r accomplishment ~s a because it (the ministry] was once a you ca nnot agree with policy, you affirmative action that the federal
single pa:-ent. Her daughter 1s a male dominated-career,'' she said.
government has started. In working
have to move on.''
21-year-c,!d Dart1nouth gradua1c.
Jackson added that more varied
J)ne of Cooper' s associates and to_achieve this both said they intend
Jackson said her experience as a and exciting responsibilities arc partners, Mary Whitington, has to help protective group members
single r rofessional parent can be a available in the ministry of the worked for major recru"itment ser- who historically have not been able
testimony to other women who need eighties. One pastor no longer has all vices for several years. Whitington is . to get into middle and upper level
to be reassured of their ability to the responsibility instead several also an expert resume writer.
management do so by identifying
achieve success.
pastors perform various functions . __Coo~r ~Associates, according to .Qualified personnel to , b< place in
''We can be good mothers aod
According to Jackson, today one its president, is primarily an executive isuch positiofis·.
have a career, as well,'' Jackson said. can be senior pastor of a church, par- search firm that obtains job orders ~ ''It may look aood on paper," said
Jackson mentioned that the ministry ticipatc in youth ministry, Christian from its clients, which include major :Whitington, ''if 30 percent of a comcan be a. challenging profession for education, ministry of the aging and corporations nationwide .
pany's work force are minorities, but
women today, Yet growing numbers campus ministry.
Tirt company then matches these if that 30 Percent are all word•i 11
I t..; 'I \!.11' ' '1 1job-OOdcrs;with the best.qualified,,~ ,
~r?§"i then, ~·,s po,\ '1l '1fecI·
didatcs. While the companies with t1.ve a 'firinat1ve action plali. • .. /
Many minorities are rductaht'to
which candidates arc placed have to
pay a fee to Cooper & Associates, the relocate, preferring to remain in areas
with large black populations. They
candidates they place do not .
Although he specializes in placing say however, that often times career
middle and upper level personnel, opportunities for blacks in those
Cooper emphasized that his fltill tries geographic areas are few and are dif·
to place workers at all levels. The ficult to find.
Cooper said, ''Blacks need to have
firm's president stressed that Cooper
discriminatory question during a hir- and Associates do not have jobs for an open mind when it comes to career
By Steven Mitchell Sack
ing interview, ask the interviewer to everyone. He encouraged graduating advancement and relocation. ComSpecial to the HiJl1op
explain the significance of the ques- seniors and graduates to ••make their panies are not aoina to move, you
.
Although employment discrimina- tion . You may then choose not to · re!iiume available and let us know have to.''
tion is illegal, it is commonly practic- answer it on the basis of irrelevance.
.
Then, if you believe you were
ed throughout the United States.
More than 130,000 formal com- denied a job because you refused to
plaints are currently filed with the answer a discriminatory question (or
Equal Employment Opportunity because of an answer you gave to a
Commission (EEOC), one of the di6crimination question), contact an
·For YouT Jobsfederal agencies responsible for en- appropriate agency to protect your
rights
.
This
might
be
a
regional
offorcing the law, and approximately
May 26 • june 6; Camp Scuon is
5,000 discrimination lawsuits are fice of the Civil Liberties Union,
By Jennifer Hamilton
Human
Rights
Commission
Equal
,
June 7 - Aug. 13; and Post Camp
tried in court each year .
Hilllop Slarf Reporter
Employment Opportunity Commi Clean-up and Evaluation is ~Ill·
The most comprehensive and sion, or Attorney General's Office.
14-1 S. Positions include SwimmSumnw< Jobs And lntenublps
significant federal legislation dealing
A well-publicized area of
Junior level or higher Engineer- ing Pool Director and Assistants,
with employment is Title VII of the discrimination in hiring practices or
ing, Hydrology, Compuler Infor- . Counselors, Kitchen helpers, and
Civil Rights Act of 1964, .as amend- treatment on the job is sex. The law
mation Science, Transportation a business manager with • clear
ed by the Equal Employment Oppor- requires similar employment policies, '
drivina record. All staff reside at
and
Geology
majors
•
Battelle
tunity Act of 1972.
standards and practices for males and
the camp, located 15 miles from
Memorial Institute, a high
These laws apply to companies females in a variety of areas includin1
Orlando, Fla. 1 and can expect at
technology research and developemploying more than 15 persons and hiring, placement, equal pay for
ment organization is now seeking least 24 houn off per week. CID
prohibit discrimination in all aspects equal work., Job promotion, working
at (305) 889-8088 or write Comp
students for its 1987 lllmmer inof the employment relationship - conditions, layoffs and discharge.
Thunderbird, 909 E1st Wtlch
ternship pro&ram. Send resumes
rcciuiting, interviewing, hiring, pro- For example, it is discriminatory for
Road, Apopka, Fla. 32712.
to Rosalind Drum, Battelle Promotion, training, transfer, assign- employers to:
Immediate Jobs and Internships
ject Management Division, 505
ment, discipline, layoffs and
Refuse to hire women with
Henderson Oroup Home has
King Avenue, Columbus,· Ohio
discharge procedures - on the basis of preschool-age children while hiring
43201. The phone number is (614) three part-time posittooi involving
race, color, religion, age, sex, or na- men with children of this aae.
24 houn per week II $8.39 an
424-5281.
tional origin. Private employers,
Require females to resign from
hour. Tnini~
will be provided in
Business majors-Summer inemployment
agencies,
labor jobs upon marriage when there is no
crisis prneft
tflehniqucs, and
ternships in Investment Banking
organizations and training programs similar requirement for male
behavior m1nqa1.ent but people
arc being offered to minority
are all required to uphold the law.
employees.
who are ph=1bltto ~
studenis and include the opporMany employers having fewer than
Provide benefits to spouses' of niale
a
client u e i l y CDc:Olll'll 1 d
tunity to work. on Wall Street.
15 employees and not covered under employees but not to spouses of
Contact the Office of Can:er Plan- to apply. Contact Joenna C. Roth
federal law fall within the jurisdiction female employees.
or Joan Durmla II 281-7680.
ning and Placement or Sponsors
of state law) which is sometimes more
Restrict certain jobs to men
The American l'Qchol<>P:ol
For Educational Opportunity at
strict and inclusive.
·
without offering a reasonable oppor~
126 East 31 St., New York, N.Y., Assoc:ialion ii recruillna a Public
The art of selecting the right per- tunity for women to demonstrate
Affairs ()tedk lelt•k ) Jewn
10016, (212)889-3691.
son for the job is a matter of concern their ability to perform the same
The Fairfax County Office For for a pmt-tiftll tempClnlJ paoi·
for those who select people for hire. jobs.
lion. Clncfidetes ..,,,.. baw II
Children
School
...
Child
Care
However, some ask. illeaa.I questions
Another prohibited form of
Program Is runnins sn'<ral day lcut 2-3 ,..n of 111"'1 la
on applications or during. interviews. discrii:runation that has been aettina
communlca11~-.. _joa 11;1•.
catt/carnps for c:hildJen qed 6-12.
For example, inquiries on previous attention from the courts recently is
pyscbolosy or lllllllb. 40 4S wpm
Da,y care coqnselors are beina
arrest records or drug use are illegal. sexual advances. Unwelcome sexual
sought dwiJll an "Open Hire Ses- typiq 411d, and ac nP 1 I oral
Female applicants are often the target favors and verbal or physical conduct
sion" 9:30 to 12:00 am, March 14 written and ialefi:IOFS COIDof discriminatory questions . If you of a sexual nature constitute sexual
munfc•loo sldlt
~ • ...
ioand March 2g ..
are asked what you believe to be a harfassment.
volva
2111-30
.......
(h
Counselor& should have some
week at
c.tw
coll... and camp or ~rc1tioa ex·
Rei eeA. Hlarb111• IGNUltle
perieace with children ""!'J.l~
Pay is set at $5.59 an hour
Sheet,
Va.7 .2ml
or
•
(703)
24'7·
I
I
.
a
ck
•
COW11Clon will work iD coumy

lea.I•• ~agaz1ne

Howard University Swim Team and
a dein's list student. She hopes to
follow in her father's footsteps and
become a physician.
Gloria Jackson of Washington,
D.C. graduated from Howard in

1962 with a degree in Psychology and
Zoology. After 20 years of active
political involvement in the District
of Columbia and developing training
systems for the D.C. government and
for several community programs, she
returned to Howard.
''After 20 to 25 years of politics in
\Vashington, D.C. I found it was not
the answer to solving community
problems.'' said Jackson. ''I saw
children having child(en, drug abuse,
disiruergration of individuals and
families, false values in the middle
class, and a direction towards consumerism which had no substance."
Much to her ·family's surprise
Jackson, like her father, grandparents and brothers, was called into the ministry.'' I found there was
no other way of bringing God into
the lives of people," Jackson recalls .
Today she is student council president of the Howard University
School of Divinity. She received the
Louise 0 . Diggs Award for academic
excellence and the Benjamin E. Mays
Award for outstanding leadership
and promise as a pastor.
She is also an assistant minister of
the Beth Shalom A .M.E . Zion
C hurch and is in the process of gaining ordination.
At Georgetown University where
she works, Jackson is a campus
ministry associate. She was hired to
develop a pilot program for black
Protestant st udents there after submitting a proposal stating a need for
a .protestant ministry at the Jesuit
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Bonet's
'Heart'
departs
norm

~The

men

_orner'

Baldwin explores intricacies of.black life
'
By June McKlanty
Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Gal< Mitchell

Hill1op Staff Reporler

Yes, Alan Parker's latest project

Angf!I Heart could#.renamed "IOI
Things to do wilh Whole Blood."The
feature film, begins as a potential
thriller, but unfortunately loses its
flavor along the way .
Angel Heart stars Micky Rourke as
scruffy, smart-mouthed New York
detective, Harry Angel in 1955.
Rourke is hired by Robert DeNiro, as
Louis Cypf~r. to find a singer named Johnny Favorite. DeNiro's appearance gives an impression of shear
evil. Angel's search for the singer
takes him to Harlem and finally
down to Louisanna where the suprise
'ending occurs.
During Angel's adventure, the
movie gets more and more involved
with the occult and voodoo .
Numerous images of hell are seen as
the movie drags to its supposed
climax . Definately unnecessary are
the gallons of blood. After a while,
the images start to become aS tedious
and boring_ as the movie.
Angel Heart contains the much
talked about sex scene that almost
gave the picture an X rating . Lisa
Bonet definately loses her goodygoody Denise Huxtable image in this
flick. Bonet is a voodoo priestess in·
this film with an unnatural attraction
to detective Harry Angel.
Bonet is totally miscast and her
mannerisms and accent do little to
bring her part alive. She seems to be
a pretty prop to bring the guys in1o
the theater in droves .

-J

«

•
Usa loMt (left) Is ombracod by Mte•ey Rau ..•

In a seene from

the new eontrovonlal film Angel Heart.
Rourke and DeNiro give excellent
bul yredictable performances in
Ange Heart. One has the feeling that
the characters have been seen before.
Rourke steals the show with the
tough-talking gumshoe Harry Angel.
He brings the part to life and keeps
the movie going even through- the
rough parts . Even the weak script
can't bring him doWn.
DeNiro adds a devilish air to his
part as the mys1erious Cypher. His
character always looks as if he is in
on a dirty joke. A joke the audience
does not know until the end of the
film. Maybe he is happy because he
knows about all 1he poor fools that
will pay five dollars to see this movie .
The script is your basic run-of-themill thriller movie script. Parker
could have gotten a script from a mail
order catalog and received a better
deal . The characters are cheated by
the script which makes their roles as

lifeless as possible.
The plot was the movie's best
feature. It keeps you interCsted, inspite of the dull script. Waiting to see
what wjll happen at the end of the
film is what keeps the audiences'
attention.
Parker's direction was also a plus
in the movie . Although it recked of
the hard-Sell techniques he uses in his
commerical direction, he keeps the
now of the movie clear, organized
and never misses an opportunity to
make an impression on the audience .
This movie may not be
remembered as one of the worst of
1987, but it will not be one of the best
either. Angel Heart has its naws as
well as its good points. It can be Joo)(ed upon as a dark comedy or a slow
moving thriller. Either way, it may be
" 'Orth a peek, 1he
discount show
a1 the cinema or on VCR.

''The Amen Corner'' is a provocative and realistic portrayal or the
problems ministers face in their congregations. The play also addresses .
black family life . _
The plot centers around the
character Sister Margaret, portrayc!d
by Lynda Gravatte, a femal~
minister, trying to do the best for Ii.er
congregation. The Lord is the
motivating force of her life. She
raises her son David with the Lord's
direction and everything else depends
upon his guidance.
However, when Luke, Sister
Margaret's husband comes back in
town, she looses her composure. She
tries to pretend that she doesn't care
about Luke. In the me3riti~e. some
members of her congregation start )
plotting to remove her from the
pulpit .
~ ·_ .
Playwright James Baldwin
familarizes the audience by allowing .
1he audience to get to know the main
characters. Director, T .G. Cooper
could not have asked for a better
cas1. Their talent blends into
abosolute perfection. They are a
group of performer~ who act with infectious joy and impressive skil l and
discipline .
Gravatte' s extensive acting
background, which most recently ineludes the role of Ellie in Theordore
Ward 's Big White Fog polished her
acting for a stunning performance in

The Ameii Corner.

Brother Boxer (Mark Seabrooks)
and with Sister Boxer (Andrea Hunt)
along with others try to oust Sister
Margaret from the pulpit . Other
characters include Sister Margaret's

(Abo~)Sir-Marvar.t,playedbyLyndaG~a~.;...,pr1acl:11to'-can

g::al on n a scene from the play. (Below) She is hugged by her son
.~ kl, ployed by Jam.. Spencer.
__
.
sister, Odessa (Julia Moody) apd the
sanctimonious SistJt ' Moote, portrayed by Robin McClamb.
David ponrayed by James ''Alex''
Spencer and Ernest Mi;rcer must
decide whether he should go on the
road playing in a band or to continue
playing the piano at church every
Sunday.
.
Luke (David Paul and Alpheus)
touched the heart of the audience as
he becomes reaquainted with hi!' son
David.
Other highlights of the play include
the moving spirituals sung by the cast
and superb set design on two levels
to portray both the church and Sister
Margaret's apartment .
In 1954, The Amen Corner was
produced for the first time at Howard
University under the direction of Professor Owen Dodson. Presently, The
Amen Corner is being performed at
the Ira Aldridge Theatre from March
12- 14. Tickets may be purchased a1
Crampton Auditorium .

Back to the old school

\

Just-Ice featured at WUST
I
I

l 8)' Alonza.. L. "o)H:rtson •....
Hillto , Scade~-.J

---..-;:-;-----

f, " }.
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The dangerous ganster ot hip
hop will be cold getting dum.b in
the house this weekend .
Simply speaking, New York
, rapping sensation Just-Ice will be
performing at the WUST radio
station Saturday night .
Just-lee, whose real name is
Joseph Williams Jr., is backed up
by ''The Original Human Beat
Box'' DMX, Ben Paynes and disc
jockey Mantronik. Hi s debut

Genesis

album,

Ba~k

To The Old Schop,l

joyed enor1nous success with the
was rel£_.asd1J_ast fall .lmid a w1b l albun1.
of controversy.
Probably the most spark ling
Wihiam's name Wils-coli11ecte'd
facl that distinguishes Just-lee
with a bizarxe murder in Howard
from other rappers is his mouth.
University's Meridian Hill dormitory in November 1985 .
Six of his front teeth are capped
in 24.2 karat gold . Adding eight
The incident was chronicled in
more gold caps are in his future
the premiere issue of the
plans.
Washington Post Magazine; the
same issue that splirked the D.C.
black community's ten week protest boycott this past September.
Since then, Justice, also known
as Sir Viscious, has played to soldout shows in New York, and en-

recl~ims

The shott· and dance is scheduled
from 11:00 p.m. · 5:00a.m. Admis·
sion is S5.00 for students with ID
at the door.

now soloist, Peter Gabriel, have left the
group.

•

vocals (Phil Collins).

'!

-(Left)

.

,.,_

Ml.. R•llMuf0<d, Phll Colllns

Tony a-b compose G1nesis.
Genes1s' lastest ·a Jbum, ''Invisible Touch''
has exploded on the Top 40 and Rock format stations across the country. After eight
months, the album is still going strong on
the charts. ''Invisible Touch'' features a
number or songs that have made the 'Pop
chan's top 10. The first single released from

''Land of Confusion," another uptem._
po tUne gives you the impression that you're
cruising down a desolate highway in a jet
bliick Porche at JOQ miles per hour (wishful
thinking, huh?)! 1n this song, Genesis
delivers a socio-political message that many
of us have sympathized with at one point or
another in our lives . ''Too many men, too
many with at one point or another in our
lives. ''Too many men, too many people,
making too many problems and not much
love to go round ... "
''AnYi"hin& ShC oOes' ' is a super high
- energy tune. It's not too great but, hey,it is
not bad either. ''The Last Domino'' rates
equivalently to ''Anything She Does," even
though its not as fast song, ''The Brazillian''
are two mid-tempo cuts, featuring some of
the most creative sound effects and percussion sets imaginable.
''Throwing It All Away'' and ''In Too
O Continued 011 paae 11

Black women filmmakers showcased
By Gale Mltclrell
Hilllop Slaff Reponer

In a society where ''Hollyweird'' shapes

and t.1artina Attille and Maureen
Blackwood, producer and director of the
The l'tlsslon of Rememberance..
T•1e thee films presented, 'Black Inside

He·self. Brick by Brick. and Hairpiece: A
Fl.mfor Nappy Headed People, were producmakers stand out. The American Institute of
•J and directed by black women. These films
Film •t the Kennedy Center presented some
'iUcd the screen with images of black women
black female artists during "Dark Eyes: Viand their situations in lift.
sions of· Black Women'' on Saturday, Much
Bode lnsJdt Herself is a visual poem about
7.
a bJack women's search for her cultural iden'li1y. Sharp prodw:ed· and directed this. ftlm
~rroaram containina three films and
as a student project. It received first place
a
discussk>n was a part or the weck11
• in the Bl1ek Cinema Society Competition of
lona: Wome11 Make Films V."
1984and IQ 198S at the San Francisco Poetry
The poncl included Paula Matabana, a
Festival.
film critic and a communications reader of
the Deportment of Radio, Television and
Sharp " an accomplished poet and has
f1lm 11 Howud. She commented on the , published three volumes of poetry. Sht has
allo bad roles on ''Knot's Landing'' and
bl• .. film ladultry by 11yina, "Block peo'"Sl. Ebcwhere. ''
ple, ud block women In particular, must
The film Brick by Brick WIS I documenOC8ll'OI 1•t• own imuel in film.''
the imaa.S of black women, these film-

Tllll psnll allo lnclucled Ruby Dee, Sa•1n-

..
:
;
'h
dlnctor of an Imkk &a':f
•1
I .•ecaof1*ilby
,
I

•

tary about displaced blacks in some

nei&hborhoods in Wuhinston, D.C. It WIS
produced and directed by Gcrmla, who was

-

·Pictuted (from left) are _rapp1r, Just-Ice, Human Beot Box DMX. and DJ Mantronil.

the album was 1he title track, ''lnv~C
Touch.''
This high energy tune features synthesizers, pumping drums and strong British

Hilltop Slaff Repor!C'r

(presently of GTR) and former lead vocalist,

\

top spot on -charts, ,tour

By Darryl ClaggeU, Jr.
This week's Music Beat features one of th..:
hottest rock groups around, Genesis .
Originally formed in England in 1966, the
band has managed to produce 16 successful
albums.
They are presently on a North American
tour, attracting sell-out crowds in every city
they play . Last month, Genesis came to the
Capital Cent.re and rocked to a sellout
crowd. They arc scheduled to return to the
District in May to perform at RFK Stadium.
Genesis currently consists of: Tony Banks,
keyboardist and synth bass player, Mike
Rutherford, guitarist and bass player and exchild actor ... you guessed it, Phil Collins .
Though each member of Genisis is currently enjoying extremely successful solo
careers in music, the group has not faJlen
apart or broken up . The group has,
however, undergone a few changes over the
years. For instance, guitaris1 Steve Hackett

\

a student at Howard and is on the board of
a film distribution company for African and
Afro-American films.
Germia said tha black artists and women
in particular, should take heed more than
any other time before because the media has
chosen to highliaht our roles.
Hair~: A Film for Nappy Headed Pro·
pie is a rousina satire on a society that views
beautiful hair as hair that blows in the wind.

It triced, with lhe help of animation, the
thoughts of black about their hair and how

it has effected black hair cart past and
present.
Attillt and Bl1<:kwood, tht producer and
director of Prm/on of lf""""~ also
mode comments on their rol<s as black
women in film from the United Kinadom.
''I want to uy makina films 1hat brin1 attention to luucs which arc imponant,' said

AttiUc.
Attillt and Blackwood also discussed the
influence of their Brillsh upbrinaiDI on their
films .
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STUDEMT SPECIAL

•• •

FROM THE EXPERTS AT

Cornrow~ &

Coe

TRAINING ACADEMY

,

oo·
INDIVIDUAL BRAIDS
WIHUMAN HAIR
EXTENSIONS SHAMPOO &
CONDITION INCLUDED
ALL WORK PERFORMED BY STUDENTS
SUPERVISED BY LICENSED PROFESSIONALS. •
UNLIMITED OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON CUT, STYLE ANO
CHOICE OF HAIR. AT SLIGHTLY REDUCED OR
. HIGHER PRICE

Call 711· I 8~ 7 FOR DETAILS AND
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT .....AYf
VISA e MASTERCARD e CHOICE e AMERICAN EXPRESS
SORRY NO CHECKS

C,,,,,,.,"" &

Cue

TRAINING ACADEMY

5'401 14th Street, N.W.
(Between Jefferson St. a Colorado Ave.)
LIMITED TIME OFFER:
EXPIRES MAY I, 1987

• Lons• L•,.O • Excn Tltlc• Hllr Aclolttanal

•
I
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ARE SO FAIR . Wl-IERE 'Ml(:,1-\1
£)C0Tlt

y0o.J
7
YOU '8E fROM ~

WHO CARES...
about your problems?

f.ARTH 1Bl$QUIT NECK.

WE DO!!!

•

UGSA Student Concerns and Greivances Committee

Do you have problems with

,

•

•financial aid
•faculty members
•security
•any other concerns you may have

'

. '

,

•

·come to roam 110 Blackburn Center and file a Student Complaint Form and we'll take
care of it for you!!

'
'

•

President Reagan wants
, . to cut off your future.
I ts time to ...

•
•I J

BRING YOUR CASE TO CONGRESS

From page: J

National Student Lobby Day

•

•

1

- - - - - - - - - - - - · eradicating barriers to the process (of

Monday . March 16. 1987

u'nafraid of economic competition, so fair elections),'' said Judy Goldberg,
tbo we should not be ·afraid of a spokesperson of the Union. She
political competition,'' said Lewis believes that voter turnout will inCarter, Legislative Assis.t~nt for the crease with the bill's passage.
National Rainbow Coal1t1on.
''With only SO percent of the
He added that citizens should fight population voting, voter turnout in
for a free market of political ideas this country is amongst the lowest of
and political options, stressing that the world democracies," and Nancy
the best and most efficient ide~. pro- + Ross, Executive Director of the Rain, grams 1 and Parties will prevail.
bow Lobby .
''In the end,'' Carter said, ''Justice
Ross reiterated, claiming that the
is best served when the maximum effect of restrictions on independents
number of people have access, can has kept millions of citizens who
participate and can compete.''
would otherwise vote for independent
Ralph Nader showed his support at candidates away from the polls.
the press conference by stating ·that
The rainbow Lobby says that the
third parties who overcame the bar- Fair Elections Bill will break the
riers presented to them .contribu~ed monopoly that the two ~ajor parti~s
hightl y in the past to their respective have in the U .S., and its passage 1s
o ffi ces, but an increase in harassment vital to minorities, who Ross claims
has merely intensified these harries . are the ''unrepresented."
''In order for voter registration to
''Its passage will facilitate the par-

JOIN US IN THE FIGHT FOR FINANCIAL AI
•

9:30- 11 :OOam

Briefing Sess io n

3.45 Ca nnon Caucus Room
11 :00-3 :00pm
3:00-4:30p1n

'

C 0 Dye rs

work," he said, ''citizens must have
more of a choice than two parties,''
demonstrating stimied efforts to
register voters as one barrier.
''The ACLU (American Civil
Liberties Union) is active · in

'

Lobby representatives from your state
Rally \vith Sen . Paul Simon (D -Il.) and
student s from around the nation, on the
\ves t step s o f the Capit o l

Spon sored by the U .S . Student Assoc.

...

l'

! J •J

ticipation of millions of new voters,''
she said, ''of oppressed and
unrepresented to be able to both run
for office and support alternative
candidates and parties.''
Conyers has called all supporters
to attend meetings held each month
as an update of the bill's progress .
The next meeting will be held April
22.
Indicating the sincerity of his
motives, Conyers dispelled any
allegations that he is supporting the

bill from a selfish standpoint by

claiming that the competition is good
for the Democrats.
''Prohibitive restrictions on ballot
access and ballot status are justified
by their proponents on the grounds

tha1 the electorate needs to be protected against frivoulous candidates,'' he said. ''On the contrary,
the state-enacted ·restrictions on independent candidates deprive them
of their Constitutional rights.''
He added that the Constitutional
rights violated would be freedom of
political expression and equal protection under the law.
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UN,tSEX SALON ,.

•
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I

A FULL SERVICE
SALON
•HAIR REMOVAL
StylH fl)( all OCC•lk>nt
•FACIALS & MAKE·UP
•EYEBROW ARCHING
• DESIGNER HAIR curs • CUSTOM HAIR COLORING
e MANICURES & PEDICURES
e SCULPTURED
NAILS
'
. . -& TIPS
.
•CURLY PERMS & RELAXERS
•S·CURLS & SPORTIN WAVES
'
•SASSY BRAIDS & CORNROWS
•FREE ONE-STEP EAR PIERCING
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The American ~· Can! can gel you virtually
eYff)1hing from a iealher jadet to a leather-bound classic.
\l'hether you are bound for a boobtore or abeach
in Bennuda So wring oollege and af!er, ttl th< perfect
vn.y 10 pay for jusl about anything rou'll want.

How to get lhe Can! before graduation.
College is th< first sign or.""" And beca1 ..

lI

'' No Appointment Necessary··
''Gentlemen Welcome''

we believe in your polential, we've made it easier

10 gel th< American Expoes.< Can! ~

809 Florida Ave ., NW
(off Georgia Ave.)

"°'" 100 can

qualify"'" before you graduate with our !pedal
student ollm. For details. look for applicatioro
on campus. Or just call 1./JJO.THE-C\RD, and asl<
for a student application

'

I
l

(202)797·5173
•

The American Express Card.
Don't l.eaYl: School Wilhoul It~

'

The Ladies of

Zeta Phi B,ta ·sorority, Inc.
~

present:

!•

'•• .

Informational Seminar
·Series

l
••
••
•
•

•

••

:

•

•

March 17, 1987
Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall
7:00 p.m. • 9:00 p.m.
Rape: Social and Legal Aspects
Speaker: Mr. John Dashiell, Representative
from the Department of Safety Services,
Howard University

!

I.
I

I'

•

l•

-

!•
•

•

March 31, 1987
Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m .
The Repercussions of Drunk Driving

Speaker: Representative from MADD (~~Aot~l1818
•

Against Drunk Drivers) _

•

•

•

• • •
•
I
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_L ady Bison take title
Beale led lhc team with 25 re-

By Darlene Ellis

The Lady Bison won the MidEastern Athletic Conference (MEAC)
finals 62·S7 againsl S.C. Slate .in
Greensboro, N.C. last Saturday.
This win marks the third tournamcnt win in six years for the Lady

po of the game.
''She had three excellent ball
games. She gave 200 percent of our

scored more than IS points against

best cfforts," said Tyler·. •

best we have all year. All of Uf were

us,'' said Coach Sanya Tyler. ''We
rotated Lisa [Lisa forward/center),
Vikki (Kennedy, guard), Tamara
(Abernathy, forward) and Lynnette
(Funches, forward) on her and we did
not permit any permitcr shots.''
Abernathy was successful in stopping Pittman on three occasions, on~y

Lockamy led the team with 7
assists, had~ 2 steals and scored 5
points. ''I was much more.confident. ·
I maintanined control of my game,''
said Lockamy .
The Lady Bison made it to the
finals by beating Coppin State last
Thursday (80-.d.8) and UMES in the

the third time, it led to a foul, said

semi-finals last Friday (85-77).

allhough Beale scored 80 poinlS, had

Tyler.
,
Pittman scored 31 points, while
none of her teammates scored in dou-

''I played exceptionally well
against Coppin State. I scored 21
points in 20 minutes;'" said Beale,

SI rebounds and 6 blocked shots. ·
''I think it was sympathy. Darlene ..
clearly earned it. Wanda Pit•P? T>10t

ble figures. She was followed in scor·

who only playedjhe first 20 minutes

it simply because she was a

''We did just what we wanted. t<?
do. This is the first time Wanda Pittman [6 6 center for S.C. State)

Ilion

p1aJ 090in1t comp91itors ot the MEAC toumoment.

-- -

A & T takes tourney again
also missed all eight of their three

points (77-S4) with 40 seconds re-

- -TheresultsoftheMEACTournamcnt arc the same for the sixth
straight year. North Carolina A&T

point shot attempts in the half..
''We made bad passes, rushed the
ball, and we just did not execute,"
said John Spencer, about the loss .
'' We did not hit our jumpers when
we were suppose to .''

wins the tournament and advances to

For Coach A. B. Williamson, ex-

the NCAA tournament. The only differnce in this year's victory is the Aggies walked over the Bison by a score
of 79-58 before a crowd of more than
4,000 at Greensboro Colisium last
Saturday. --.- _
-·
_
For the Bison, it did not get an at
large bid to the NCAA Tournament
or the National Invitational
Tournament.
lt was an Aggie affair from start
to finish, except for the first five
minutes of the game in which, the
Bison led 7-5. After trailing 33-30 at
half time, Howard wduld never be in
the game .
With around 18:45 ieft on the
clock, guard George Hamilton put
the Bison within one point (33-34) of
the Aggies . But A&T answered with
a 14-0 run with more than 17:00
remaining .
l Junior Forward Claude Williams

ecution was the key to the game. ''we
were thoroughly beat,•• he explained.
''We did not execute offensively. The
achilles heal (weak spot) all season
has been offensive execution.''
Corvin Davis, A&T's 5·10 guard
(13 points) ended the run on a layup
through 1he lane, unchecked to give
the Aggies a 16 point lead clt 10:15 .
Spencer, Hamilton, and Earl Smith
tried 10 revive the Bison, but they
could not .
With 9:22 left in the game Smith
(9 points) made a layup that put Jhe
Bison within 11 points (53-41) of the
Aggies.
Hamilton who led Howard with 18
points, made two strong drives that
closed the Aggie's lead to 57-45 with
around seven minutes left . However ,
senior guard George Cale raced down
court to make a short jumper and put
N.C. A&T up by 14 points .

maining. Griffis followed with two
free throws giving N .C. A&T a 79-54
lead, their largest in the game.
''It (the " 'in) was almost impossible to do," said Williams, ''but we
all just showed up for a big victory.''
The first half was no different, ex~
cept the Bison came back from a six
point deficit early and a 10 point
deficit later .
Lee Robinson (9 points, 4 rebounds) made a layup 10 give the Aggies a 13-7 lead at 12:10. Howard
responded with two baskets closing
the gap to l"".O points within a
minute. When Smith made a three
point shot, the score was tied 14-14
with about ten minutes to go until the

By Damn Price
J-1illtop Staff Reporter

J

(#-poiftls, 13 rebound~1ar1od 1he -

spurt when he made a layup. The
score was 41-37 in A&T's favor . This
pleased N.C. A&T Coach Don Carbett, who thinks pressure was a key
to the win .

"When they (Howard) had .~old
s~ts, we were able to sy6re, he
said.
./
Howard's inability to adjust to the
Aggics pressure defense make
baskets, and rebound solidly, made
the Aggies job look easy. In fact,
N.C. A&T out-rebounded Howard
40-28 and shot 61 percent from the

field .
On the other hand, HOward shot
29 percent from the field in the se- ·
cond .half and 34 percent from ~he
field for the ·entire game . Howard

with S4 rebounds and S.C. State on· play," said Tyler.
ly captured 46. Beale out rebounded ' Leading scorers were Beale (38
Pittman who grabbed 19.
pts.), Lewis (21 ptS.) and Bell (9 pta.).
"Because of !heir [S.C. Slate] lack The Lady Bison shot 50 pau:at from
of experience, we thought they the floor and 76.7 percent from the
couldn't think when they were tired,'' line.
On the boards, the Lady Bison·
were led by Beale (IS reb.), Lewis (8
rcb.) and Funches (8 rcb.) and out rebounded UMES 42-29.
••As a team I think we played the

Bison.

•

A1ainst UMES, ''w~ we:ae not
kicking -, our mental facton into

bounds and was followed by Lewis
with 13. The Lady Bison came away

Hill1op Starr Reporter

I

wilh 7 assists and .j steals.

ing by guard Katrina Harris who
scored only 6 points.
''S.C. State is only a one woman
team. On our team it is not just me .
There are four other players,'' said
centcr Darlene Beale.

Leading scorers for the Lady Bison

said Tyler. Yolanda Lockamy guard,

led the offense and increased the tom-

of the game.
t~
''We blew them out without our
horses . We played our people that
have not been getting a lot of
minutes,'' Tyler said.
Scoring leaders behind Beale were

Bell (IS pts.) and Kennedy

(l~

pts.).

wcrc Beale (21 pts .), guard Roslyn

From the floor the Lady Bisofi shot

Bell (13 pts.), forward Artinc Hector

at 36.5 percent and 62.S perctnt from

(11 pts.) and Lewis (8 pts.). The Lady
Bison shot 32.3 percent from the
floor and 58.1 percent from the' line
while S.C. State shot 37 .S percent
and 56.5 percent respectively.

the line.
_
.On the boards, Beale and Lewis
both had 11 an'tl were followed by
Kennedy and Lockamy who had 4 a
piece. Lockamy (4 pts.) led the team

1

workingtogethcrtoobtainap1,thc
championship,'' said Beale .
· Beale, Bell and Hector were
selected to the All-Tournament Team
and Coach Tyler w.as selected
Outstandina Tournament Coach.
Wanda Pittman was selected
Outstanding Tournament Player,

0

senior,''said Lockamy.
The Lady Bison finished their .
season 19--10, the best record according th sports information director
Edward Hill. With another championship under their belt, the Lady
Bison feel they arc "more appreciated on the road,'' said Tyler.

Coach Tyler has scheduled a

mininium amount of home pm~ for
next year and said after the signing
of five new recruits and adding names
like Duke and N.C. State, the women
will be in the top 20.

·--

-

Beale presented award at MEAC

half.

This was the only time in which
Howard and N .C. A&T would be
tied . From that point, Howard
struggled to keep pace with the Aggies. A reason guard William Stuart
twisted his ankle on a play and was
taken out of the game.
Over a five minute span, the Aggies jumped out to a ten point lead
b)' Davis, Cale and Williams.
Williams' jump shot and free thro.Jy
- SpeoceLonly grabbed 10 reQQu.nds, _ pto¥ided N. C- A& T with a score of
bu! scored 17 points. Most of his 28-18 at 5:06, bu1 Spencer and
points came off second chance Hamilton kept Howard alive .
When Spencer made a pair of free
bas~ets. In fact, when he followed up
a missed b.as~et, that ~elped Howard throws and layup, Howard trailed the
to stay w1th1n 13 points (61-48) at Aggies by six poinlS (28-22) al 4:30.
However, Cox answered with a dunk ,
6:~~nny Cox (12 poin1s) countered a few seconds later. Despite another
with a dunk extending the Aggies lead basket bf Cox, Howard pulled them
to 63-48 with not less than a minute al 2:00 as 1hc Aggies led 32-26.
later . N.C. A&T could no longcrconHamilton also shot a jumper inside
tain themselves and went on a 13-4 the lane at 11 : 16. Spencer followed
run in the last four minutes of the with a turn around jump shot with 34
game.
seconds, Howard trailed 33·30.
Davi s withoul any problems
The Bison ended the season with a
started the run when he made a record of 25 -5 and a 17 game win
layup. He 1hen, with the assist from streak which was the longest in Diviguard Thomas Griffis (8 points, 5 sion I. North Carolina A&T has a
record of 24-5 and will face the
assists), dunked the ball at 2:20.
A Williams rccrse layup ended the University of Alabama in the NCAA
Aggies run, and put them up by 23 Tournament.

•
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Allttl Browlll'Tlte HHltop

con-

Lady Bison junior ce- Daole.,. hole Is pn11ontod the Ployor of tlie Y- award 1'y MU.C officials iii the
ference toumome111 this weekend. leaS. led the Lady Bison to the MUC NtUlor llDIMHI CllMI t1urnomead ch11•
pion1hlps this II DIOft;'
. .
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Sharks keep Black nat'I title
By Martin P. Hansbf:rry
Hill1op Staff Reponer·
., r ~

1,650 free (21:OS.2010 18:58.32), and
1he 400 1.M . ·(5 :42.68 10 4:55.78).
Gregory Sampson lowered his own

record in the 100 breast (1:01.21 to ·

•

show at the meet. There were many
rumors offering explanations of their
absence but no proof was provided.
Ever since Morris Brown, Albany
State, Winston State, Hampton Institute, South Carolina and Tennessee State dropped their swimming
programs, Black Nationals has been
on its last leg.
This year, with the participation of
only three teams (Howard U.,
Alabama A&M, and Lincoln U .), the

Last weekend the Howard Univer- 1:00.17) and Martin Hansberry did
sity sharks succcssfuly defended their 1hc same in 1he 100 back (56.7S tii
Black Nationals title_.at-- Lincoln 56.21). Also, 1he 400 free relay (Nor·
University in Philadelphia, Pa.
ris, Sampson, Freeland, Browne) set
Leading the way for the sh@i:ks a new meet record . ..,.
were Dexter Browne and Camille
Head coach Yohnnie Shambourger
Richards, who were consid,ered the was selected coach of the year for the
most valuable male and fem3te swim- men's swimming, while Alabama
mers of the meet . Browne won the A&M's head coach was selected
leg broke .
.SOO free, 200 free, and the 100 free s::oach of the year for women's. AssisSome Howard University swim·while Richards won the 1,650 free, tant coach Andre Cropper was also mers feel that the dropping of pro500 free and the 400 individual recognized for his volunteer .coa~hing . grams and the cancellation of Black
medley.
Nationals is casting a dark shadow
efforts wliich proved to be vital 1n the
Other winners for the sharks inover blacks participating in swimmcluded Tracey Freeland, 200 fly / 400 en~mid all the awards activities, this •ing on a collegiate level.
J l.M.; Martin Hansberry, 200 meeting of the National Historical
Abraham Manear said, ''This is
back/ 100 back; Gregory Sampson, Colleges and UnivcrsitieS ended on a rally going to hurt blacks in swimm- .
200 brcast/100 breast, 4'100 medley sad note. Just after the conclusion of ing.'' As he pointed to recruits in the
relay (Hansberry, Sampson, the last event of the championships, crowd he said, "Some of them [black
Freeland, Browne) and 4'200 free Alabama A&M Coach Wycoff swimme.rs comming out of high
relay (Thomas, Sampson, Freeland, (or1anizer of this meet) announced school] may not want to go to a white
Browne); Abraham Manear 1 3m that this would be the last Black Na- university or they might not be fast
di Vina.
.
·tionals. He attributed the decision to enough. At a black school it gives
A number of sharks set Black Na- end the championships on lack of them a chance to be around other fast
tionals records in many. races. attendance.
black swimmers and receive a special
·
Florida A&M, counted on to add type of closeness that a white school
Camille Richards set Dew records in
the SOO free (6:0S.88 to S:26.SO), to the top notch competition, did not could not possibly offer."

•

. , Do.id DoCosla
Hilhop Staff llrpontr

gold and a aam• winnin1 RBI double from Anthony Barrett.
The Bison lhcn the played
Maryland ond lost the first pme
Delaware Stote Collea< and by split- J().6, but came blck to win the niahtti"I iwo pmes with the University of cap 5-4. Glenn Abraham went the
Maryland
distance and 1ot his third victory of
The 8ilOn won the first pmc Crom the seasoa. The Bison had three
the Hcnueu ~. With the pme tied playm bit home runs la the prne.
...... 1'eYiD
c1rove JllllOS Gary~· who 11*1 lllo homered
the
winnina run. in tfie
-,,-., connected for bis
Jacnc B
the win in relief 1Ccond hcMn aun of me day.
... Conic
arncd the save.
Howord cmch« Erilt Nelson hit his
la die 11e<J•d pnW, Conic Hall second bome run or the day. Kevin

The Howard University baseball
team ibcrawd its record to 7-2-1, by
sweepina a double-header from
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TRINITY SQUARE
· ~ow

OPEN

FAMOUS SINCE 19J4 FOR FAMOUS OVERSTUFFED ~

PERFECT PIZ!A....•

THAT ITAUAN THING. ·

Call

Baseball team adds 3 wins, , 1 loss
went the distance to 1et his first win,
as the Biwn won 8..4, The Bison were
Jed by a home run from Kevin Ring-

•

'• •

Ahead
•

"-

•

.26f-4242

Old

-r-

Rinuold tied the same 44 wheil he

hit his home run. The Bison earned
the victory in the last innina when
with two out Nelwn doubled and

Clucy Hargrove sinated him in for the
winnina run.

•

Head baseball coach Chuck Hin·
ton said, "I am pleasantly surprised

°'
$20ffany ...........

that our pitchcn are aoina the
distance at this stqe in the sason,

-

and I am pleued with our defense except for a few lapses, they ployed
good ••
buebaU team's next pme is
March t 3 opinlt the University or

'? 7I

™

Maryland EuMrn shore. (lame dme

is I p.m. II Banneker Field.
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<om piled by Allen J. Brown
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~hat do

you think of the quality of service you receive from ,the Office of
Financial Aid?
,

' I

I
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•

I

T\JRK I \.IMO C,tl Mil IT

3llEY IS Ol/ERTAKEN
MIM OFf c..u&\O.

'

THE

HEUROK\N!.~

•
Lenny Rountree
Music Composition
Juftior

April Silver
English
'
Freshman

Washington, D.C •

Los Angeles, Calif.

Derrick L. Payne
Economics
Sophomore
St. Louis, Mo.
''I feel that the carelessness with
'''hich the office is run reflects the attitude of the administration toward
the student. For a school with the
reputation of Howard University to
handle financial aid in a manner that .
hurts the student body is inexcusable.
Much larger schools handle financial
aid with efficiency and responsibiity.
I see no reason that Howardcannot
staff themselves and handle these
problems professionally.•.:,...

...Judging from my experiences, the ,
''The financial aid office appears
quality of service that I have receiv- to be understaffed and overworked.
cd from the financial aid department Of course, that makes it hard for
his been barely adequate aside from them to be11er serve the students.
the fact that I have ignored some nas- Regardless, things need to be changty attitudes on occasion.''
ed in tha1 offi6: because there is too
much confusion and chaos going
on . ''
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Cheryl Orr
Masters of Public Administration
Candidate
Graduate Studenl

Lucinda Johnson
Accounting
Senior
Fresno, C.lif.

Washington D.C.

I believe the quality of service in
the financial aid department needs a
lot of improvement in areas of timely handling of financial aid
documents. It is important that
everyone in the office realize that
students are dependent on financial
assistance and that aid must be
available to meet tuition deadlines. In
addition, perhaps staff can also be
more helpful in explaining procedures so that mistakes or inaccuracies will not delay the financial
aid process."
•

'

~R

HAD Tt'ti
~·~811.E.6.I<.

Enoch Apaibinyesim
Doclors of Minisleries Candidate
Graduate Sludent
Ri"·ers Slate. Nigeria
''The financia l aid system is
perhaps the on ly system the Doctor
of Ministry st udents (and maybe the
only group of students) that do not
benefit from at Howard. The reasons
ror this lack of benefit is yet to be
made public or maybe to be looked
into.
However, it is unfortunate that the
black history has demonstrated that
the black ministers become some of
our top politicians, for example,
Jesse Jackson and Andrew Young
and a host of others. I suggest that
Doctor of Ministry students be
educated on how to have access to
financial aid benefits. Finally, it is
too great a mistake, if ministers are
the historical fulcrum on which the
pendulum of black leadership has
swung, not to strengthen the privilige
of financial aid.''

''I have had some frustrating experiences in dealing with the financial
aid office. The most outsti\,nding prcr
blem I have is the change in hours
that have recently taken place
wi1hou1 prior notification of
students. I am a working s1udent and
I have found this to be quite inconvenient. Another problem is that I cannot get a simple applica1ion. I get off
at four o'clock, so in order to get an
application, I have to take off work
to get in line and wait for my application to be handed to me. It seems to
me that the managerial ef(ons of this
office seems to be aimed more at the
needs of the staff than those of the
students.''

•

•

Genesis
From PllC !__
-----------'-~
·
Deep'' are two slow and very

Speaking of success, the famous
''Tonight, Tonight, Tonight'' is
another Genesis biggy. Known mainly from the popular beer co.rnmer-

~rctty

ballads. Like many of the

1

Fro• IHllC 2
mation or money. An officer waiting
on a particular student must pull a
file, check it, and determine what the
student needs, said Williams.
''lf they (students) want more
detailed information.'' she said,

-------

---

'
I

' -··-- \';;~!>

cials, this song shows off a smooth
mellow tempo, _i.nvigorating drunl
beats and chordS, and an awesome
array of sound effects.
''Invisible Touch'' is a soft rock
album with a lot to offer. If you must
listen to a few rock albums in
lifetime, this should be one of them.
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songs from ''Invisible Touch,••
they've had much success on the
charts.
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''(then) there will be lines."
what is acceptable. We are a service
Williams recomminded tflat unit anti that is what our objective
students take advantage of is," she said.
preregistration, and that they comNonetheless, Williams stated as a
plete their applications thoroughly. reminder to students that students
Another gri~vance, discourteous financial aid staff wishes to be treated
treatment by staff, is ''inherent'' in courteously as well.
financial aid, Williams explained.
Maintainina good grades is also
''Whcthet it relates to money, or advisable, she said, empbasizina,
whatever, that can set the tone for a ''study hard,'' because academic perdifficult situation at any given time. formance also has a bearina on aid
but that is not what we condone or eli&ibility.
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The Hilhop/Friday, Mon:h 13, 1987

t
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.
Alpha Koppo Alpha Sorority, Inc.

p.m. in the Human Ecology Auditorium.

•
•

ATTENTION:
Faculty,
STAFF
STUDENTS I
JANUS THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT'S
LITERARY MAGAZINE, IS NOW ACEPTING CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE
SPRING 1987 ISSUE. LEAVE MATERIAL
IN THE JANUS ENVELOPE OUTSIDE
21 B LOCKE HALL. SllORT STORllS,

ESSAYS, POIMS, AHD LIME

DltAWlllM ARE WELCOME . EACH

PAGE MUST INCLUDE CONTRIBUTORS
NAME AND STUDE'NT l.D. NUMBER.
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER ;
FACULTY AND STAFF SHOULD INCLUDE A CAMPUS ADDRESS AND
PHONE . DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS · 1s APRIL 3, 1987 .( NOTE :
MATERIAL CANNOT BE RETURNED :
PLEASE SUBMIT COPIES ONLY.
WOMEN IN ECNOMIC DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
Tuesday. Morch 17th The World Bank H
BuildiQg A uditorium. Al G. Street (between 19th and 20th Streets) Washington

D.C . 20433

.

Coordtnotors:

'

Victoria

Barres,

Vim

Maguire . Beyond Nairobi Forum Committee . Co-sponsors: World Bonk Information and Public Affairs Office Women
1n Development Unit.
.

The. Mory Church Terrell' s Block
Women ' s League (National Association
of Colored Women's Clubs) will have important meeting on Monday the 16th at

6:00 p.m. in ?'born DGH 125. All ore
welcome .

.........._

looking for on exciting and lucrative
summer in ternship??? The NABA is
sponsoring o SU . Internship Work. Shop
on March 17, 1987 . l la m Rm 322 SBPA
you can't afford to miss this opportunity.
NABA nom1notions will be held Morch

17. 1987 1LOO Room 200.
The Entertainment Management Association invites all interested students to attend o Sports low Seminar. Guests
speakers will be lorry Frid1e and Reggie
Simmons of Fridie , Simmons &
Associates--o local sports/entertainment
management firm. Monday, March 16,
1987 at 6 :30 pm . School of Business
Room 548 .

present
Situation AKA ...
It will blow you owoy!ll
at Georgetown Hall of Notions

The 1987 College of Li,beral Arts

636-6744 .
PRSSA f
FEATURES "THE ALUMNI " TUESDAY,
MARCH 17 IN THE HILLTOP LOUNGE,
BLACKBURN CENTER AT 7 p.m. All
MEMBERS ARE URGED TO ATIEND .
ATTENTION :
The ALABAMA STUDENT ASSOCIA·
TION w ill have a meeting Wednesday,
Morch 18 1n Douglass Ho ll, Room B-21
al 5:00 p .m. Money for T-shirts will be
collected and refreshments served.

322 37th St. N.W.
Friday, Morch 13
lO :OO ·pm-2:00 om
$2 .00 Greeks w/porophernol io
$3 .00 General

- ---

- -.
BLACK HISTORY

(Troy G .• you get the knife 'cause you
couldn\t t'!,ondle your liquorll)

ZOO JOBSll!
Friends of the Notional Zoo (FONZ) is
NOW HIRING! Start weekends now and
work fulltime as soon as you are
available . Positions in gift shops, stroller
rental/information aide. food service,
pork.Ing and grounds maintenance. Competiti'le salaries. A once-in-a-life-time experience . Apply in person, or coll
673-4640, Mon • Fri , 9-4 :

'

Hat Rod

Ben E. Gee

The Bostonian laughed ~jien ~ggsy
snatched the Big E. Friday, but I'll hove
STRUGGLE, Sportacist class series. This
the lost lo ugh today. ( Payback is a
Saturday, Morch 14, 1:00 p.m., Room , - - - - - - - - - - - 142 Blackburn : The Defeat of Block
Students!!! Faculty!!!
~ beech) . Let it be known that . t)le I•
Reconstruction and lhe Rise of Jim Craw . CASH PAID FOR USED AND UN- '-••• 5 fill91r 11111:1• la is greedy;
636-3537 .
WANTED TEXT.BOOKS WITH RESALE no if's .. and's or but's about it. Nu.t time
VALUE - TIM JONES TAJ BOOK SERVICE he comes a'ler, I' II be sur.e to put both
.
722-0701 . SUPPORT A STUDENT locks on my frig , you do the some . A lso
tell the other Bostoniol'1" nof to thrqw any
Attn . ALL pre-med" .
ENTERPRISE . "IT SOUNDS RIGHT"
Our next meeting wtll be on Tues . ·--_
.. mgce rocks of cobs, pay the fore next
March 17, at 5: 15 pm ., in the Blackburn
GET INTO SHAPc FOR SUMMER. LOSE time. ..
Auditorium . ALL members and nonWEIGHT SA FELY ANO EFFECTIVELY. EZ
member pre-meds Should ottent. THe
AND GET PAID TOOi 722-LHL T 24
'
USNMA! and guest speaker
HRS .

AND THE CLASS

CL~FIED

Details: C09per. 552-9042

Cromton Auditorium
Tickets : $2.00 students $3 .00 general
adm ission
Tickets a'IO tloble 1n the Cramton
Aud itorium Box Office

Campus Wide Blood Drive
Wednesday, March 18th
Drew Holl lounge
1 lom to 3pm
Come on out ond save a life. The life you
save may be your own.

· ANNOUNCEMENT
The 1987 College of Liberal Arts
RecOgri ition Doy is scheduled for 1:00
p .m. April 24, 1987 in the auditorium
of the Blackburn Un iversity Center .
Outstanding faculty, students. and staff
from the Natu ral Scien ces. Social
'Sciences and Humanities Divisions of the
College will receive awards . Applications
and criteria are available 1n the Deon ' s
office, Room 101. Locke Holl. Deadline
for appl ications is 5:00 p .m., April 3,
1987 . For more information contact Dr .
Morjoy D. A nderson, Awards Chairman,

636-6744 .

-

.

' quaners had been notified about the
change.
''The 948 people who voted didn •t
vote for me because I was Alpha
Kappa Alpha president. They voted
for me because I was qualified.''
Calvlilsiid. ''Keiih has been trying
to get me disqualified throughout the
entire campaign. I look at this matter as another effort to have me disqualified.''
''I have a responsibility to the people who voted, to let them know if
they were lied to,'' said Taylor. ''If

'

------------

FOR SALE
1973 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA
On ly 62,000 Miles

TO FAD:
Thanks for making February the best
month of my entire life . By the way,
What is this I om going througli? Ever
since the day I traveled through to a distant tunnel, I hove not been able to get
out of my mind .

Kil loh -E'leryone hos o certain weakness . You
just happen to be mine .
Roquelito .
·

Price Negotiable

CALL 554-3111

SALEHI!
Typewriter : Brother. correct-o-riter,
elect . $100 .00 Camero lens : 50mm ,
Minolta mount . $75 .00 Or best offe·r.

Call 636· 1B66 alter 8:30p.m.

Create you new image
ReflectionsCosmetics !

with

CALL 265-2546 For o free 30 minute
make-over .

" UNITY '87! " HUSA CHALLENGES ALL
STUDENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS TO
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF UNITY ON
MARCH 18, 1987 NOON , THE MAIN
YARD! BE THERE! PART 0F THE
SOLUTION .

M.G.

ROUNDTRIP TICKET $140 (negotiable)
from DC to Miami, FLA on 3/ 22 to 3/31 .
Contod Patricio 291-0755 .
In appreciation of the support by its many
customers, TAJ Book Service's Tim
Jones. Notary Public , is offering Free
notary services to al l its customers.

,

-

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW MEMBERS OF SWIM PHI
SWIM :
.
Jason
N .. Joson S., Camille R.'. Renee
,
Cl<THE MELODIOUS MEDLEY • Spring 87

.

ANGIE ,
UR THE ONLY l 4ME .
POO
SHAKA D.O.D Happy Birthday Sond111
man . ph .1 N upe ...

Canan Alias QADDAFFI (B .O.T.G.)

Will iam Stuart.
l love your 3 point shot
>
Now con I show you mine?
If you aren 't already playing a game,
how at:.;>ut our tip-off?
A Sports Fon

To : Cynthio A lston
Happy 21st Birthday !
So what if you know
what l was going to do
Love Yo

See yolJ (w henever)!
''Booky''

,'

CULPEPER. HUGHES
& HEAD

New and used llfacli
'studies books.

9770 Bosket Ring Rd .
Columbia, Md. 21045
(301) 730-1484
FREE Cotolcig
'
Service by mo\I
ONLY

'

rep Courses

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
NTE • 001·
'lill-'L:
··~- --

- ·'·-·· -·
llM•tloae' lttwl<eu
·

s..• --•••

=Mot,.
Calf any time 362-0069

'°iew

........

THI 1.1.:r9M.n •

12M.

MMS

.,.., ••• llll'n

Hey, Dartine9

Calendar of
·. Events
-~
-

Cheer up , things will get better\!!
I see new1ID and o car in your future! I!

For 21 years you hove blessed the worlc
with your lovely presence . Unfortunel\
I've only known you for only 2 years, bu·
they hove been two sweet years. Your
friendship I will ch~rish forever. Hovt'
a nice B·Doy.
Lo'le

Congratulations Malena Colvin for your
Opf>:Ointment as the new 1987-88
U"ndOigroduofe Truliee . ~;om Alpfio

Chapter, Alpha Koppa .Alpha Sorority,
Inc . and the 1987 Ivy Leof Pledge Club.

FALL CAB'85

Jt~.fli...,,

PAR'tY

,

-

9:00 • 2;0!) AM

Sl.00 bE1wU11' 9-10 PM
SJ.00 Aha 10 PM
Dchr •Ju-.P

•

CLASSIFIED
Advertising Policies

Roye said. "h may seem trivial, but
handling this isn't easy because there
is no precedent."

Roye noted that the Elections
Committee guidelines do not deal
with the issue, saying that ''we don't

-Personals

misrepresent

themselves.••
According to Dr. N·chols, the only instance where a po ularly elected
undergraduate trustee andidate was
not seated occurred in the early

D Personal ads will be charged $2.00 npt to exceed 15 words; personal ads
over 15 words will be additionally charged $1.00 for every five words over
the
limit.
0 The Hilltop editorial staff reserves the right not to print personal ads
[Hilltopics] that are deemed to be profane, defamatory, or libleous!

1970's.

****
Your
could
go here '• •
Advertise in

'

Campus Organizations,
•

D If an organizationJs placirig a classified ad for the purpose of announcing
a meeting, seminar, or non-profit making event, th'ere is no charge if the
classified ad isI under. 30 words. There will be a $1 .00 charge for every five .
words over tile 30 word fimit.
.
0 If the organization is sponsoring an event that will be a profit-making venture (i.e .. parties. selling of flowers, caberet, etc.) the charge will be $5.00
for 20 wO(ds or under and $1 .00 extra charged for every five additional words.
•

ii/top '•

636-6866
636-6867
636-6868·..
_,

****

•

-

l11M·NeT_.

Nn S-a.,..ul1'

determine the correct steps necessary
to make a decision .
''We have to talk to the General
Assembly and the administration
because this is something new to us,''

to

:i(lfl!L

llfiMilArt llUPER HOUSE

Roye said that the Elections Committee will tentatively meet Friday to

people

-----

·-·-··-

~

11,J•·,

a person lies, how could they accurately represent the students?''

expect

Big Sister

Bi,g Brother 8sB

HAPPY llRTHDAY CYNTHIA

•

The

Hey Baby Bimbo's
Happy , An .....

•

0

Trustee

Thersia and Cheryl,
WELCOME to Howard Uni.....ty, we
hope you enjoy your visit .... ln fact, we
will make sure you do!!!
June & The Crazy Crew

MS. McCALL

To Kimberly,,C . Murray,
Hove o Happy 20th Birthday!
{Hope you aren' t superstitious .)
From your friends,
Porn , Tonya , Melonie and Fronk

·
-The Crew

THANKS to oil thou who JOPI d lor us
and special thanks toCloronce I •hv, Jr.
and Janella Newsome for yoor help.
-Corio Wright 3' lo tece Sw•illt

Why ore you acting so MOODY &
FUNNY? Con we go bock to happier
times and better attitudes? Think about
it and let me :C.now ...... Soon! ll

PERSONAL

.
HUGE EARHIHGS POSSIBLE!

VAR IETY SHOW '87
''So You Wont To Be A Star ''
Monday , April 6, 1987
7:00 p.m.

and Treasurer

-CHUNCKY,

Pay 'f'!?Ur way through college

in conjunction with
' Round M idn ight Prod.
presents

. -·

CONGRATULATIONSI
Corio Wright and La Tece Swint, ,... ,_
School of Communicolio.o'ls ,..-tee Pr 1' -t.d

•

Keefus -~
•
You're in my system

STUDENTS:

NOBUCS

-

COLLEGE Of ALLIED HEAL TH SCIENCES
STUDENT COUNCIL IS PLANNING A
TALENT SHOW. PE•>ONS INTERESTED
IN PARTICIPATING OR HELPING
SHOULD ATTEND THE PREPARATION
MEETING ON MONDAY MARCH 16,
1987 at 5: 10 p.m. IN THE CONFERENCE
ROOM Of THE ALLIED HEAL TH
BUILDING .

and
the 1987 Ivy Leof Pledge Club

AHHOUHCIMIHT
Recognition Doy is scheduled for 1:00
p .m. April 24 , 1987 in the auditorium
of the Blackburn University Center.
Outstanding faculty, students, and staff
from the Natural Sciences, Social
Sciences and Humanities Divisions of the
College will receive awards. Applications
·and criteria are available in the Deon 's
office, Room 101 , Locke Hall. Deadline
for applications is 5:00 p.m., April 3,
1987. For more information contoct Dr .
Morjoy 0. Anderson, Awards Chairman ,

CONGRATULATIONS
Information regarding cookies being sold Yohnnie Shombouger, coach of the HU
_in Meridian yesterday . If you hove infor- SWIM TEAM and to oil of the Brothers
mation regarding CHAMP COOKIES and Sisters of SWIM PHI SWIM,
please coll Ho word ot 898-0 l-77 .
' 1986-87 BLACK NATIONAL SWIM
CfjAMPIONS
HOWARD wants CHAMP COOKIES
WANTED

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter

N.0.B.U.C.S. · next general body
meeting will be held on Morch 19, 6 :30

.

Local Companies/ Agencies
0 A flat rate of $10.00 for 20 words will be charged to companies wishing
to adver•ise in The Hilltop.

Individuals
0 Individuals who wish to place a classified ad for the purpose of buying,
selling or announcing a service will be charged $5.00 for 20 words and.$1.00
for every five words over 20 words.
,,... All classified advertisements fH~lt~ics} ore
Oll1ht
day before publication at 5 p..m. NO EXCEPT~ I
,,... No credit will be extended to Qd\ie1 risers.
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FOR PRIVATE AFFAIRS
'J'.l'WNa
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Fa Ml!>:·MA''~
DANCERS

0011<:
SIN.wrir1E: l-11PM • Dhce
Aha

Sl ,00 All NIGHT
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